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(By P. W.)
VOLUME 40
Thanks to Drummond Ayres from the
New York Times Kansas City office, we
have received a copy of the article recently
published on the Madrid Bend section of Fulton County, reprinted in this issue. Said
Ayres, in an apologetic note accompanying
the clipping "I got crowded out . . then I
went on the road . . . and am only now getting around to my mail. At any rate, here it
is, and many thanks to you."
The article ran Wednesday, March 8, in
(See Page 4).
the Times.
The long-existing "gap" on Lake Street
between City Super Drug and Noffel's is
rapidly being filled these days, as Mike and
Bill Homra have a new building going up
and slated for occupancy probably in the fall.
I understand that they will vacate their present quarters when the new move comes.
Alec Noffel will soon start a-building in
the remaining space between the new building and his present one, and tells me that he
also may vacate his present building, or, if
doesn't find a suitable tenant, may open
up a couple of doorways and use both buildings for his firm.
There seem to be many misgivings
around here this week, following President
Nixon's decision to blockade Haiphong harbor in North Vietnam, bringing an apparent
eyeball-to-eyeball confrontation between
U. S. and Russia, and I join the crowd.
Is this it? Or, as an Army officer friend
put it, "Does Nixon know something we
don't know"
The concensus is that if Russia has been
waiting an opportune moment to fight, this is
it. Take the dare, run the blockade and start
a real war with everything in the arsenal. It
looks ominous from the outside
Like the man says, I just hope that
Nixon knows something we don't know, in
making his move. If he does, he's a hero; if
he doesn't, he's a political dead duck.
Senator John Sherman Cooper apparently doesn't think that Russia is willing to
fight over Vietnam, at least not all-out. The
Senator, a member of the.SenateLbreign.Relations Committee, addressing a college commencement up in Pikeville last week, predicted that the U. S. and Russia will reach an
agreement limiting nuclear weapons while
the President is in Moscow the last week in
May.
Commented Senator Cooper to his
audience:
"The U. S. and the Soviet Union have
now the existing capability to destroy the
other, even though the victim of a first strike
or attack, and a full scale exchange would
destroy civilized life on earth as we now
know it. The nuclear arsenals of the United
States and the Soviet Union are so vast that
their destructive power amounts to the
equivalent of 15 tons of TNT over the head
of every living being on the face of the
earth.
"Perhaps it is only when nations are at
the brink of destruction that issues are seen
(Continued on page 2)

JOTTINGS
from
Jo's
Notebook
Our Sincere Sympathy
Our sincerest sympathies are extended
today to the family of young Capt. Glen Ivey
who lost his life in Vietnam on Saturday,
May 6.
It was our pleasure to know this fine
young man. He visited in our home on his
visits to Fulton, He was the kind of a young
man that adults enjoyed talking with, for he
had a lot to offer in his views about his career, and his outlook on life.
I recall one. wintry evening when he
came to visit with our children and a group
of other young people. We sat around an
open fireplace in our,den. The weather was
frightful outside so the young people sat
around and talked of their philosophies of
life and.their careers.
I remember Glen so well, because he
seemed so sure of himself; so dedicated to the
ideals of his stringent training at West Point
(Continued on page 2)
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Applications Deluge Housing
Authority For 80 New Units
%.4,1614:4

sing conditions in the community."
Myatt stated that already he
The latest, and largest, of the Fulton Munici- has received long-distance
former local rescalls
pal Housing Authority's dwelling complexes idents from
now living in California,
opened for business this week, and according to Las Vegas and in Michigan,
executive director Richard Myatt,"we are snow- who have heard about the new
units and would like to return
ed under with applications and cannot possibly to
the community to live.
accommodate all of the people who would like to The new units will be occupied
both by Whites and Blacks, withreside here."
out regard to color, but solely
The newest group in the four separated on the merits of their appliMyatt stated, indicating
groups of housing operated by the Authority is a cation,
that the bulk of the applicants
20-acre complex located on North Parkway in a thus far are from Whites. He
OPEN POR BUSINESS: The new offices of Ow Fulton Munk4lI Housing Authority are located
in tho au-yet-unnamed cluster of SO new units located adjac4st to Hillview Hospital on North
semi-circle pattern behind Hillview Hospital, estimated that occupancy will
run about 50-50.
"and we haven't picked a name for this group Total cost ofthe new complex,
Parkway. Building in foreground houses this *Mc* of executive director Richard Myatt and tho
business officio for •Il local Housing Authority units.
yet", Myatt told this reporter Wednesday. This Including land and all improvements, runs about $1,453,000,
group includes 80 units, with 32 units designated making
a total of somewhere
for the elderly, and the balance in family units of around $3,000,000 for all four
here now comprojects
the
bedrooms.
Of
three
one, two and
pleted. All streets, sidewalks,
Other groupings operated by the Authority sewer and waterlines, built with
money, will be retained
include Westwood, with 49 units, Oak Heights, project
ueder the supervision of the
with 40 units, and Eastwood, with 10 units. All project for a year, and then
turned over to the City of Fulare full, with waiting lists.
ton, Myatt stated. Work yet to
Thirty citizens from the twin cities are needbacktremendous
a
have
*We
30,
Peace,
David
be completed in the new area inMacLaren
that cludes planting of grass, shrubed in the diplomatic corps.
a 6-foot Navy veteran and a log of applications for space in occupied. Myatt indicated
complex",
It
would take three to four bery and other beautification,
native of Detroit who received this new 80-unit
The diplomatic corps is not that of the U. S. his BS Degree in Michigan and Myatt stated. "Among the eld- months before all applications which will be done as soon as
aphave
be reviewed, processed, possible.
can
we
alone,
erly,
AdminisPublic
State Department, but that of the twin cities a Master of
degree from the Univer- plications for four times as selected and the complex filled. 'Many people don't realize
which has become famous in the past ten years tration
acto
"We are going to try, first of this, but we are now one of Fulsity of Southern California, has many as we will be able
all, to accommodate persons ton's largest taxpayers", Myatt
through the program and efforts of the Interna- been hired as Fulton's new City commodate".
and
families being dislocated by said. He pointed out that the
Manager.
Myatt asks applicants"tojust the
tional Banana Festival.
Urban Renewal project'(In three existing projects paid
He is due to report for work
bear with us until we can Missionary Bottoms),
Myatt
for 1971, with
around May 23, following
applications and get stated, indicating that his office $3,039 in taxes
In the planning stage for two years definite aheremove
the
process
from Almont, Michthe amount divided equally beplans are being made through the Banana Festi- igan, where he has been Village the premises ready for oc- was working closely with the tween the City of Fulton and the
cupancy".
Urban Renewal Agency in this Fulton Independent School Disval headquarters to have 30 interested persons go Manager and Treasurer,for the
The first four residents, all respect. 'Then", he added, 'we trict, and 1972 taxes will expect
past year.
on a goodwill mission to Guatemala and Honduin
men,
moved
May
were
elderly
voiced
will
give preference to appli- to run over $5,000 with the final
Fulton Mayor Tripp
ras in early June. The two countries selected by the pleasure of the Commission 5th. They include James Dunn, cations from the local com- 80 units occupied.
the job Arthur Norris, Frank Mullins munity, both Fulton and South
The Housing Authority unit
Festival officials are the largest banana-produc- over the acceptance of his
re- and Walter Pearson. As of Wed- Fulton, since this is a project tax assessment is probably "one
by Peace, stating that
ing countries in the world, and hopefully many commendations
been
the
had
of
15
units
nesday
designed
to improve local hou- of the highest in Fulton", Myatt
were that he
contacts can be made that would be helpful to the was 'extremely conscien
stated, squelching any idea that
working' on the
hard
the property is tax-exempt for
and
nous
staging of the Tenth Annual Banana Festival
DECORATION DAY
purposes.
Job.
at Palestine local revenue
Day
Deconaton
from August 17 through August 19.
With all of this great demand
Public announcement of the
Church on the
Methodist
United
Manager
City
name of the new
for housing, what's ahead?
The mission, designed after Honduras and Guatemala have
Middle Road will be held Sun- 'Well., Myatt told this rewas held up until Monday, in
a similar trip taken by local been contacted about the proday, May 14. Dues are to be porter, 'we have a high-priority
termination
Peace's
that
order
last proposed itinerary, diplomatic
persons in 1965 would
paid to Harold Pewitt, Route application in for 50 more units
notice on his present job could
about 8 days, with an equal States embassies In the two
5, Fulton.
completed, although neto be built in the Urban Rediplomatic be
The
amount of time spent in each countries.
gotiations were completed a
newal area, but the application
of the beautiful, interesting and corps' in both countries hate
One of the top rhythm-blues
ago.
smirks
of
eouple
Is not yet approved, nor do we
American written letters to Festival off'
Central
colorful
HOURS
NEW
will
decade
past
the
of
singers
In a letter of acceptance
know when it will be. I really
(Readtic tale extending every courtesy
countries.
the
Science
25,
May
Christian
The
Martin,
in
appear
April
on
mailer, from Almont
can't hold any hopes that it
Already the embassies of to the group.
Jaycees announced ing'Room, 300 Walnut Street, is will be right away'.
•My wife Martin
that
stated
Peace
30,
At one time there was disopen on Monday, Wednesday
and I plan to leave Almont May Tuesday.
cussion to take a trip that
Appearing there in behalf of and Friday from 10 a. m. to 3
Fulton May
In
arrive
and
21
would include more of the Cendrive for a cor- p. m. In addition to these
22', and that he would be ready the fund-raising
tral American countries, but
onary care unit at Volunteer hours, it will now be open each
officials in Washington and the
will be Jerry Friday evening from 5:30p. m.
Hospital
(Continued on page 8)
General
two countries have Indicated
Lee Lewis of Memphis, inter- to 8 p. .m. The public is'warmthat only a short time could be
nationally known star of stage, ly invited to visit and use this
spent in each country and If
night clubs, and iv.
reading room.
more countries were put on the
Lewis has had a number of
proposed itinerary, diplomatic
hit records that topped the one
TWIN CITIES YOUTH, Inc.
contacts would not be quite u
million mark in numbers sold
will hold tryouts on SATURDAY
WORKSHOP
ATTEND
effective.
since he burst upon the pop horMay 13 , at 1:00 p.m., at the
A 20 event horse show will be
Eight faculty members of the
The plans of the trip include
izon in the 60's.
FULTON CITY PARK for all
presented at the Hickman Riding
Fulton Oity Elementary Schools
several days in Guatemala City
Martin
in
appearance
Lewis's
in
boys who are interested
Club on Sunday, May 14 at 1:30
an Individualized Inwith side trips to the surroundwill be at the UTM Fieldhouse attended
the summer baseball program
p.m. A qualified judge and
Murray
at
Conference
struction
San
to
ing area and a visit
at_8 o'clock. Tickets are priced
this year.
announcer will be on hand while
University on May 1 and
Pedro Sule in Honduras. Both
at 94 for reserved seats and at State
The tryouts are for any boy
Judge Jimmy Holland of MemMrs. Louise
were:
Attending
Fruit and Standard Fruit
2.
United
admission.
general
who will have reached his 9th
93 for
phis, Tennessee conducts the Company have vast banana planBuckingham, Mrs. Katherine birthdaj, but not his 13th birthin
sale
on
are
tickets
Advance
official ratings.
Mrs.
tations in each of the two cotmSouth Fulton at the Clothesline Moore, Mrs. Ella Nunley,
day by August I, 1972.
The show will take place at
tries.
and in Martin at the Collegiate Margaret Perry, 1Miss Wanda
Boys who played on a National
Hwy. 125 and By-Pass 94 with
Wilson,
Cordovez, a frequent
Wilma
Gabriel
Mrs.
Village
Counts,
Bakery,
Shop, Martin
League team last season, and
the general admission of $1.00
the
with
visitor
La- who will not have reached their
Mrs.
Festival
and
Stokes
Faye
and
Mrs.
Podge,
Hodge
Pharmacy,
per car load. Ail sultry fee of marimba
band has offered
13th birthday by August I, 1972,
the University Student Center. Nette Allen.
$1.25 will be charged.
to come to Fulton at an early
will automatically be assigned
In case of inclement weather, date to discuss the Guatemala
to Minor League Teams.
the show will be postponed until portion of the trip with interTO MEMPHIS
POPPY DAY
boys
who will have
All
May 21, 1972.
Mayor and Mrs. Nelson Tripp
Poppy Day will be observed
ested citizens. His invitation
reached their 8th birthdity by
The members of the Hick- has been held off pending the
on Saturday, May 20, with the are in Memphis to attend the August 1, 1972, will be eligible
man Riding Club participated in response from local citizens
American Legion Auxiliary in Mid-South mayors' luncheon to play, and will automatically
the Ridgely Horse Show on Sun- wishing to make the goodwill
the charge of the sale of the spim.sored by the 'Memphis be assigned to Minor League
day, May 7 and brought home 16
Commercial Appeal.
Dave Peace
Poppies.
teams
(Continued on page 8)
trophies.

(By P. W.)

Diplomats Needed For
Central American Trip

Dave Peace
Hired As
City Manager

Jerry L.Lewis
Will Appear
In Martin

League To
Have Tryouts
On Saturday

Horse Show
Sunday At
'Eckman

Five careers in teaching total century and a half
Over 157 years of teaching experience in the
Fulton County School system was represented in
the teaching careers of five individuals who
were honored on their retirement last Friday
evening.
Retiring from the Fulton fessor Chung Ro, guest speaker.
Ro is a professor of PolitCounty School system at the
close of this year's session, ical Science at Paducah Comheria
munity
College. A native of
them
behind
and leaving
North Korea, he received his
tage of accomplishments and
guidelines for their students to Bachelor of Science degree in
Mrs. Mary Jo North Korea and his Masters at
live by are:
Fields, Mrs. Frances Adams, Southern Illinois University.
Miss Wilma Shuff, J. C. Mc- Presently, he Is working on his
Clellan and Mrs. Aline Shaw. Doctoral degree in hopes of its
Miss Agnes Sublette, Pres- completion this year.
Ro spoke of America's greatident of the 1971-72 Fulton
County Teacher's Association ness from the point of view of a
conducted the annual teacher's foreigner. He expressed that
banquet on Friday, May 5 at the United States is a land of opportunity but In order to be
Fulton County High School,
Mrs. Jan Watts and Mrs, fully aware of this opportunity,
Julia Davis, decorations'chair- one must be willing and eager
women creatively designed the to strive to better himself and
gymnasium with the red bird seek this chance. Ro added that
and the tulip poplsir, Kentucky's he came to America with nothing and through the aid of
state bird and tree.
A delicious buffet of barbe- fellowships and scholarships,
cued beef, cole slaw, green has been able to receive his
beans, potato salad and pecan education and enjoy a happy
pie was served to the group life.
While he emphasized the psywho
115
of approximately
gathered to honor the five chological and physical wealth
of America through natural reteachers.
Following the dinner, James sources and a democratic form
Everett, president-elect of the of goverment, he expressed that
intro- Americans frequently place too
teacher's association
duced the guests, after which
(Continued on page 8)
Miss Sublette presented Pro-

Pictured above are (I. to r.) Mn. All,,. Shaw, Miss Wilma Shuff, .1. C. McClellan, Mrs. Mary
Jo Field. and Mrs. Frances Adams. They are the 5 retiring teachers of the Fulton County School
system.

1

NOTEBOOK
Continued from Page 1
Military Academy. Handsome, mature beyond his years at the time we knew him, he
was the very epitome of the dedicated young
man who knew what he wanted out of life
and was willing to expend every effort to
achieve that goal.

Do You Remember This?
From Our Picture Album

We live in strange times. According to
law, only the Congress has the power to declare a war, yet our last two major conflicts
have been declared by Presidents, and it is
conceivable that a third one could be declared by another President, while a meek Congress genuflects, hands over its reins and sits
down to watch the show.
Neither the President of the United
States, (the executive department), nor the
Supreme Court(the Judicial Department)are
supposed to be close to the people... but our
Congressmen and Senators are supposed to
be. Yet we see them practically not at all,
hear from them practically not at all, and
seem to be having our opinions voted not at
all, whether it's on war, or welfare, or any
one of a dozen major items that infuriate a
lot of citizens these days.
I'm not taking particular issue with our
own Congressman, Frank Stubblefield, who
happens to be a good friend of mine, but at
the whole legislative body as a group. Frank
is so tied up in Washington that he can't
come down here and visit around like he'd
like to. ..and he's a victim of the whole trap
up there; everyone is so busy up there looking after their special interests that they are
seemingly afraid to leave for fear something
will get away from them.

The details of Glen's tragic death are unknown at this time, but there is great certainty that he was where he wanted to be
when death came, in the service of his countryTo Glen's parents, to his grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Terry and to his sisters and brothers we can only say that ow
hearts and our prayers are with them in their
hour of bereavement.
Company Wanted
Mrs. Maymie Stahr is having herself a
invigood chuckle with the very prestigious
tation she received from Governor Wendell
Ford recently. Maymie has been invited to
attend the Governor's Conference on Aging
at Bellarmine College in Louisville on May
30.
Maymie says she must be the odest perHickman. She's called any number of
in
son
people she thinks are in her age group, but
nobody admits receiving an invitation.
If any of you have received a similar invitation from Governor Ford why not give
Maymie Stahr in Hickman a call and plan a
trip to attend the conference.
1 that many of Ike renders ef West Kentucky attended the Cayce wheels
Men the history of this area is written It will
high school classes of Cayce High Scheel is MO. Recognise anybody you
entire
the
is
Of
above
another.
time
Pictured
at some

Tim* and Money Changes
We are indebted to our good friend
Cecil Roper of Hickman for the interesting,
though unbelievable memorabilia he sent to
us recently.
Cecil was looking around in his files and
found some advertising material from the
one-time Farmers and Merchants Bank in
Hickman.
The material is undated, but it must be
mighty aged when it urges bank patrons to
join the Christmas Club by saving ONE
CENT A WEEK.
Imagine that, saving ONE Cent a week
so that at Christmastime you would have
$12.75 to spend on gifts. In those days people believed that a penny earned is a penny
saved, but today the only thing people can
do with a penny is to put it in a parking
meter.
Just to let your memory race back to the
good ole days again, I am reproducing Mr
Roper's cherished finding.

know?

FULTON'S

Library Conner
BY LUCY DANIEL
More new books received at the clines along the banks of the
Fulton Public Library this wide river, straining her corsets of convention and drawing
week:
her admirers to her with a lanPICTURE FRAMING, by Max guid gesture. So that you can
Nyder. Whether you are going to relax and enjoy yourself here,
select an appropriate frame at this book will try to explain
an art store or buy the materials New Orleans to you: how and
to make It yourself, you will find why this city Is the way it is.
helpful advice to this book. Even You will also find here the inif you do not make your own formation you will need to make
frames, the appreciation of your life in New Orleans simeffective framing gained from It pler: how to go places, where
will enable you to deal more to sleep and eat and sightripe.
with profesknowledgeably
LADY DARLINGTON, by Fred
sional framers.
Mustard Stewart. Set against a
NEW ORLEANS, by Carolyn backdrop of Edwardian England
A corpulent hostess, during 1908 and I909,. teeming
Kolb.
patted and powdered and daubed with character and incident,
with rouge, New Orleans re- high romance and suspense, its

You May Join One or More of
the Following Classes:
week 1 mat. serend week 3 mats.
CLASS 1—Ftrat
Mcrae. eac.h weekly paymeat I oent and SI2.75
receive In SO weeks.
rst week 50 mode. seanad week 41 mats
CLASS 1-A--Fi
Decrease each weakly payment 1 cent sad $12.75
receive In 50 weeks
;emend week 4 sante Inweek 2 met
2—First
CLASS sack
weekly germane 2 wade ewe $25.50
crease
receive in 50 weeks
week SID mate De
CLASS 2-A--Fleet week SLIM. seemed
at end
me
cr.... each weekly payment
$25.50
receive in 50 weeks
week 10 meta
week 5 amts. mord
CLASS 8—FIret
45.3.75
Increase each weekly peyment mots
receive in 50 weeks.
S-A—Flret week 113-50. wand yea $2.45. DeCLASS each
weekly 12117mmt 3 4414134 sod $63.75
crease
In 50 week.
,
.
refoh
20 mot.
week 10 meta ammell
CLASS 10—FIret
Increase each weekly osy......e IS
$127.50
•nd receive in 50 weeks
emend week $4.10. De10-A--Fleet week $5.00.
CLAM each
weekly paynsent 10 meta mid $127.50
,Frease
- I
eek
receive in 50 w*.
cysss 2S—Pay 25 cent* sanded
weekti2.50
Inc 50 weeks and receive....___.
CLASS 50—Pay 50 mote stre1013 .adweek$25.00
Ion 50 weeke and receive
CLASS 100—Pay $1.00 stsslaht Ow& weak $50.00
for 50 week• and receive
CLASS 200—Pay $2.00 straight task weeke,00.00
for 50 week. and receive. _
CLASS 500—Pay $5.00 etraigist emelt wank $250.00
for 50 week• and receive
to pay
CLASS—Join this dem by agreeing
SPECIAL
and receive
sad
any certain amount each week for 50 wee
the and of 50 weeks the full amoaet deposited.

ad$
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Continued from Page 1
with clarity. We are at such a moment of
clarity now."

TWENTY YEARS AGO
MAY 9. 1952
Mrs. Paul Hornbeak and Mr. Leon Browder,
along with county health nurse, Miss Mary Henline, carried two cars of county crippled children
to the clinic in Paducah for a periodical check-up.
N. W. Burnette and W. P. Burnette announce
the acquisition of the John Deere Farm Implement agency for Fulton, this week. The franchise
was formerly held by the Williams Hardware
Company, and the new owners will operate from
the same building as their predecessor.
Frank Wiggins of Fulton was among the two
appointed to fill vacancies on County Election
boards and 12 on county registration and purgation boards by the State Board of Election Commissioners and the State Board of Registration
and Purgation.
Troop 49, one of Fulton's oldest Scout units,
is being reactivated and will be sponsored by the
South Fulton Boosters Club. This troop has pro-

Edith Chardman, just widowed
of life as the
In the prime
story opens, after a long happy
marriage to a man much her
senior. Into the emptiness
comes Edwin, even older than
her late husband—old enough
almost to be her grandfather -and Jared, young enough to be
her son. With each there is
BLUE RIBBON HORSEWOMAN, mutual attraction, strong and
by Elaine Moore Moffat. As vital, yet with the vast difElaine Moffat covered her face ferences imposed by disparate
with her hands, the crack of arm
a rifle shattered the silence of
the room. Swamp fever had RUNNING TOWARDS LJFE, by
struck the Moffat stables. Her Liza Hobbs. This is the story of
husband was in the pasture the Hobbs family—Lisa, Jack,
shooting the sick horses. "It their sons, Crispin; and Jonjust can't end like this,' Elaine athan, and I3Jorke, a Great
sobbed. Had all the long years Dane--who left their comof hard work led only to tragic fortable push-button life In Calfailure/ This Is the story of a ifornia to make a new beginning
horsewoman, of true champion In the wilderness of British Columbia. What led Liza and Jack,
who wouldn't quit.
both city-bred and in their late
THE GODDESS ABIDES, by thirties, to make this drastic
Pearl S. Buck. Pearl Buck tells change and how they adjusted to
a story of human love in its it makes a warm and appealing
Infinite variety. At Use cagier is story.

action ranges through great
country and city houses, the
halls of Parliament, the grand
salons and private rooms ofthe
social, political and cultural
leaders of the day.In particular,
it is the emotion-charged story
of the members of the House of
Darlington.

week.
They started arriving last Sunday night for
the three-day Western Kentucky Firemen's
Training Association meeting which was held at
the Fulton City Hall and a big program was planned for the visitors.
Things got under way with a parade led by
the Fulton High School band Monday morning
and registration was at the Fire Department at
9 a. m. Mayors Smith Atkins and Milton Counce
welcomed the visitors and addresses of welcome
were also made by C. H. Warren, secretary of the
Chamber of Commerce, and Fire Chief W. T.
Dawson.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
MAY 13, 1927
ons are being made by
preparati
Extensive
P. C. Ford, Fulton hotel wizard, to make Edgewater Beach on Reelfoot Lake one of the most attractive retreats for recreation and amusement
in this section of the country. An estimated five
hundred thousand visitors enjoyed the boating,
bathing, fishing and other recreation facilities
during the 1926 season.
May term of Court convened here Monday
with Judge W. H. Hester presiding and Circuit
Clerk W. L. Hampton, jailer Tobe Jackson, Sheriff John Thompson, prosecuting attorney Flayious Martin and County attorney Lon Adams in
attendance.

duced many Eagle Scouts.

A whole carload of live, frozen bullfrogs has
shipped from Louisville destined for Yokoa
been
table,
bride's
a
A miniature rock garden,
children's birthday party display and a score of hama, Japan where they will be used as breeding
farm.
other lovely arrangements, made more beauti- stock for a frog
ful by spring blossoms, featured the annual flow-

A Saturday midnight fire completely destroyed all of the stores on the north side of the
town of Cayce, with a loss of $25,000 or more.
Originating in the general store of Griffin & Co.,
the blaze roared through Joe Asbell's dry goods
store, the postoffice, Dr. J. W. Naylor's drug
rooms of the
John Watts, Fulton County farm agent was store, and offices and the upstairs
president of the Fulton County UK Modern Woodmen and Masonic lodge.
elected
Alumni club at a joint meeting with the Hickman
Roper District: James Fields broke his arm
club at Smith's Rose Room last week. David Graham was elected president of the Hickman group. trying to crank a car one day last week... Frank
buggy, horse, some hay
Other officers elected by the two groups in- Henry lost a fine barn,
cluded: Miss Mary Martin, vice president and and corn when the barn was struck by lightening
Mrs. Pies Fields, secretary of Fulton county and this week. . . Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bransford
baby girl last week.
Mrs. L. A. Shupe, vice president and Dr. V. A. announce the birth of a fine
Jackson, secretary of the Hickman county.
Mr. Boyd Newton and Mrs. Della Carpenter
Fulton was filled with visiting firemen this of Wingo were married Sunday afternoon.

show by the Garden Department of the Woman's Club last Friday afternoon. Hundreds of interested persons attended the meeting or called
during the hours the show was open and all was
praise for the best flower show ever held here.

er

1
i

And yet, when it comes time for Congress to sternly take a stand on something for
the good of the country, they prove that they
are victims of their own horse-trading and
take a united stand on practically nothing.
Except spending, of course, which is easy to
take a stand on. It gets votes for all.
What's the answer? I don't know, but I
hope we can find it out ourselves and not
have some foreign power teach it to us. It
would seem to be embodied in three words:
"Intelligent, Determined Leadership." I keep
wondering when it will be demonstrated.

Mi
Wed
Ir

It may be of interest, along this line of
thought, to note that Senator Marlow Cook,
on May 4, called for hearings on Senator
Margaret Chase Smith's proposal for a constitutional amendment which would expel
members from the Congress who maintain
less than 60 percent attendance on roll call
votes.
Senator Cook cited a large volume of
mail received by the Constitutional Amendments Subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary
Committee as an indication of the public's interest in the low attendance in Congress. He
said there have been between 15,000 and 20,000 favorable communications of the Subcommittee over the past four to six weeks,
expressing interest in Senator' Smith's bill.
The Senator stated that the public has a
growing concern that its elected representatives tend to their business and that it is time
for the Congress to explore the various
means to achieve this goal.
"Amen" to the Senator.
Son Paul seems to be having a time in
Honolulu on his Radio-TV news job these
days, according to a long letter we received
this week. He casually mentioned that "yesterday I did a remote from Hickam AF base
near Pearl Harbor, when the three Apollo 16
Astronauts came in from their splashdown.
It was cool, and I was a little shaky, because
I had never done anything like that before
(a major interview for Radio and TV), but it
went off just fine."
How's that for a young fellow who,just
six weeks ago, was here at The News office
writing headlines and taking pictures!
"And",says Paul,"here is a real example
of the What-A-Small-World-it-is department: Two of our TV anchormen here in
Honolulu worked in Louisville, one at the
Courier-Journal back in 1963, and the other
at WAKY about the same time; the mid-day
disc jockey got his start at WBGN in Bowling
Green and went to Western, and one of the
newsmen at KHVH (another TV and radio
station here) is from Lexington, Ky. He
worked at Channel 62 there"!
Paul is a "Field Reporter" for his stations (KGMB-TV-Radio), mostly on the
ground with his telephone-equipped company car, "but occasionally I get to go up in
the station helicopter for traffic reports, and
occasionally I pull an announcing shift," he
comments.
He's no spring chicken in the business,
of course: he has seven years' experience in
radio as an announcer, and in the past two
years— following graduation from Murray—
as a news man in Louisville, Detroit and Lexington.
I kinda think he likes Hawaii. Of the
country, he says "When they say this place
is paradise, they ain't just a-kidding"; of his
job, he adds "this is one of the most fantastic
Radio-TV combinations I have run across."
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Miss Haney,
Mr. Pryor
Engaged
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Haney
of Cayce, Kentucky, announce
the engagement and approaching
marriage of their only daughter,
Patricia, to Steven Lee Pryor,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
Pryor of Springfield, Tennessee.
Miss Haney graduated from
the Fulton County High School
in 1970 and is also a graduate
from Fails' Business College,
with a diploma in computer programming and keypunch. Presently, she planstocontinue her
career in Springfield.
Mr. Pryor is a 1970 graduate
of Springfield High School. He
received his diploma in computer programming from Falls'
Business College and is employed at the present time with
a construction agency in Springfield.
The wedding will be solemnized Saturday, June 17, at the
Cayce Baptist Church with the
Rev. R.H. Sullivan performing
the ceremony. There has been
no definite time set for the wedding at the present.
The bride-elect stated that
although there will be no formal invitations sent that all
relatives and friends are cordially invited to attend.
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Donna Cagle
Complimented
With Shower

Mr. and Mrs. Jackie McWhorter

Miss Glidewell, Mr, McWhorter
Wed In Candlelight Ceremony
In a candlelight ceremony at the Cayce Baptist Church on April 7, Miss Deborah Kate Glidewell and Jackie McWhorter exchanged wedding
vows. The bride is the daughter of Mr and Mrs.
M. F. Glidewell, Jr. of Route 4 Hickman. The
groom's parents are Mr. and Mrs. Ray McWhorter of Fulgham.
Rev. Robert Sullivan, pastor
of the church performed the
t. deable'xing ceremony. A pro,
gram of nuptial music was presented by Miss Jan White. Her
selections
included
*Love
Story," •Lara's Theme,' 0
Perfect Love,' and the theme
from "Romeo and Juliet.'

Miss Archer,
Mr.Polsgrove
To Wed July 14
Mr. and Mrs. William Edward
Archer
of
South
Fulton,
Tennessee announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Sandra
Kay to William Robert Polsgrove, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Almus Polsgrove of South Fulton, Tennessee.
Miss Archer is a graduate
of South Fulton High School and
Is employed by Henry I. Siegel
In South Fulton. She is the
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy O'Neal and the late
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Archer.
Mr. Polsgrove Is a graduate
of South Fulton High School and
is employed by A. Huddleston
in Fulton, Kentucky. He is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. W.R.
Whitehead of Martin, and Mrs.
W.F. Polsgrove of Union City.
Rev. Gerald L. Stow will
perform the wedding ceremony
Fridaj, July 14 at 7 o'clock in
the evening at the South Fulton
Baptist Church.
No invitations are being sent
but all friends and relatives
are invited to attend.

Miss Donna Cagle, brideelect of Joe Hutson, was honored at a household shower
Thursday, May 4, at the home
of Mrs. James Muilenberg.Cohostesses were Mrs. Clifford
Warren and Miss Vicki Hudson.
The guest of honor wore an
attractive
pink knit dress,
featuring an empire waistline
and a gift coursage of miniature
kitchen utensils. Her accessories were white.
Refreshments
of
punch,
strawberries, individual cakes
ani
party dainties were
served from the dining table,
overlaid with a white lace cloth
and featuring silver appointments.
The house was beautifully
decorated with arrangements of
multi-colored iris from Mrs.
Muilenberg's garden.
Those attending and sending
gifts were Mrs. Louise Hudson,
Mrs. Eva LouCagle, Mrs. Maryin Jean Elliott, Cindy Elliott,
Mrs. Clavin Elliott, Mrs. Almus Polsgrove, Mrs. Jack
Lowe, Mrs. Ernest Lowe, Mrs,
Iris Stem, Mrs. Carl Edward
Cagle, Mrs. Ruth Greer, Mrs.
James Workman, Mrs.Don Joy ner and Mrs. Larry Joyner.

Miss Lisa Ann Watts

Lisa Watts To Become
Bride Of Marvin Green

Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Hollingsworth
Fuller - Green
Practice Dinner Ronnie Hollingsworth Takes
Held May 4
Brenda Williamson As Bride

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Watts of Route 5, Fulton, A rehearsal dinner for Judy
Fuller and Don RusMiss Brenda Sue Williamson, daughter of Mr.
Kentucky, are announcing the engagement of Cardwell
sell Green, who will be martheir daughter, Lisa Ann to Marvin Lain Green, ried May 5, was held at the and Mrs. Billy Williamson of Fulton, and Ronson of Mr. and Mrs. James Green of 106 Eddings Holiday Inn Thursday, with Mr. nie Lynn Hollingsworth,son of Mr. and Mrs. Donand Mrs. James Green as hosts. ald Hollingsworth of South Fulton, Tennessee,
Street, Fulton, Kentucky.
The honored guests presented
were united in marriage at the Ruthville Baptist
to their attendants.
The bride-elect's maternal grandparents are gifts
A three-course steak dinner Church,Sunday, April 30, at three o'clock in the
the late Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Nanney, and was semd at 6:30 p.m. The afternoon. The pastor, the Reverend Junior Mapaternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. R. L. table held an arrangement of this officiated at the double ring ceremony.
daisies flanked on each side
Watts.
by blue tapers in silver candelabra.

pe
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o.
gram of
o i nuptial music white carnations.
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The groom-elect's paternal grandpare4s.at‘ The appointed place of each was presented
se
by Miss Carmen
Immediately following the
wedding, the couple left on a
the late Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Green, Sr., and ma- guest was marked by bride and The
bride, glyen in Mardege short ,we4ding trip to Kentucky
ternal grandparents-ore the late Mr. and Mrs. Al- groom place cards.
by bet flithiVpre
re
t
tfi
" Lake. For frivoling the bride
Members
°"heweddingPar4r
4ngth
•
"gb•wit •
bert Bard.
will
b
a '61161ei'red and white knit pants
were: Judy Cardwell Fuller,

tiny covered buttons. Her yell
of three tiered silk illusion was
attached to a Spray of hand clipped medallions sprinkled with
seed pearls. Shecarried acasDonnie Green,Sandra Cardwell, satin, designed with an empire suit with white accessories and
cede
bouquet of margarite
Miss Watts is a member of the 1972 graduat- Marvin Green, Mr. and Mrs. waistline and full length the white roses from her boudaisies centered with aJalopani
Marvin Cardwell, Mark Owens, sleeves. Her veil of silk illusion quet.
ing class of South Fulton High School.
Upon their return, the couple
orchid tied with ivory satin.
Jerry Kell, Rev.and Mrs.Danny fell from a design of rose petals
Mrs. Jimmy Cartwright, sisUnderwood, Rev. and Mrs. and lace. Her only jewelry was left to make their home inJackMr.
is
graduate
Green
a
1971
of
City
Fulton
ter of the bride, served as matBest, Mrs. L. C. Logan, a pearl necklace, a gift from the sonville, Florida, where Mr.
The vows were exchanged
High School and is presently attending Murray James
Hollingsworth will be stationed
ron of honor and Miss Jan
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Blaylock, groom.
before an altar marked by an
She carried a bouquet of white In the Navy.
Brewer was bridesmaid. The
University.
State
Miss Lisa Watts, Mrs. Milford
artistic center fan shaped arroses surrounded by miniature
attendants wore identical orJobe and the hosts.
rangement of white gladoli,
daisies.
iginal formal gowns of petal
A wedding to be held on August 12 is being
margarite daisies and Jade
Miss
Becky
Hughes of
pink shantung of empire design.
greenery. Burning tapers in
planned.
Memphis was the bride's only
Their bouquets were nosegays
branched candelabras extended
attendant. She wore a soft blue
of margarite daisies tied with
from the focal arrangement and
dotted swiss dress with short
pink and fuchsia satin.
were placed on either side. The
REHEARSAL DINNER
puffed sleeves and carried a
The bride's mother chose for
family pews were marked by
single white rose.
her daughter's wedding an origParents of the couple were
swags of greenery held by satin
Donald Hollingsworth, father
inal design dress of turquoise
the hosts for a lovely rehearsal
bows.
of the bridegroom, served as
moss crepe polyester with navy
dinner held at La Paloma del
A lingerie shower was given
best
man.
Rio on April 14 at seven o'clock.
Ushers were Charles(Chuck) accessories. Her corsage as
In honor of Judy Cardwell
a cream cymbldium orchid.
Everett and Gary Minton.
The guests were served a steak
For her daughter's wedding,
The enchantment of the historic Little dinner on a balcony overlooking Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Crit- Mrs. Williamson chose a pale Fuller, bride-elect of Donnie
The groom's mother chose
The bride, given in marriage for the occasion an ensemble Church of La Villita in San Antonio, Texas was the picturesque San Antonio tendon announce the engagement blue and white knit dress and Green, at the South Fulton
by her father, wore an original of navy and white jaquard print the setting for the exchanging of vows between River. The soft glow of lighted and approaching marriage of white accessories. Her corsage United Methodist Church. Hostwith navy accessories. She
were
Mrs. Richard
hurricane lamps and the cool- their daughter, Judy Byrd, to was of white carnations, sur- esses
formal gown designed by her
Edmonds and Mrs. G. W. Edmother. The gown of candle- also wore a cream cymbldium Miss Teresa Carol Pennington, daughter of Mr. ness of the spring evening pro- Jerry Byassee of Clinton, Ken- rounded by blue ribbons.
monds.
light peau de sole was of em- corsage.
and Mrs. C. F. Pennington of South Fulton, and vided a perfect setting for the tucky.
Mrs. Hollingsworth, mother
About 50 guests attended Or
Following the wedding cereoccasion. After dinner, gifts
The long full
pire design.
She is the granddaughter of of the bridegroom, wore a green
Dr.
Eugene
Hardman,
Roy
of
Mrs.
son
C.
E.
sent
mony,
gifts.
the
bride's
parents enwere given to the bridesmaids Mrs. Annie Hibbs and the late dress with matching accesgathered sleeves of silk organza
The
refreshment table was
tertained
with
a
reception
in
Antonio
Newell
San
and
late
of
Hardthe
groomsmen.
Fred
and
terminated at the wrist in deep
Sam Hibbs. He is the grandson sories. Her corsage was of
covered with a white linen cloth,
cuffs of lace and closed with Fellowship Hall of the church. man, on Saturday, April 15th, at three o'clock in
of the late Mitchel Byassee.
PLEDGES
ZTA
centered with a variegated arThe serving table, draped in
The couple will exchange
rangement of flowers, flanked
Diane Harrison, daughter of
an imported lace cloth, was the afternoon.
LADIES DAY MEDALIST
their vows Sunday afternoon,
on each side with red candles
and Mrs. Thomas Harrison
centered with a five branched
honor.
Mr.
attendants
were
The
May 14 at three o'clock in the
The Rev. David Edmunds ofMedalist at the Ladies Day
in cut-glass candle holders. A
candelabra
dressed in floor length gowns of of Fulton has pledged Delta First Church
holding
burning ficiated at the double
of the Nazarene luncheon and golf held Tuesring ceretapers surrounded by daisies.
raspberry
mint green dotted swiss with a Mu Chapter of Zeta Tau Alpha
and
pink Color
in Fulton.
many. Mrs. Anna Fry was the
day., Mlay 2, was Mrs. Jasper scheme
was carried out, and all
The three tiered wedding cake
within
pattern
daisy
yellow
at UTM. She is one of six girls
Friends and relatives are in- Vowell with 46. Mrs Thomas
organist for the service and her tiny
table appointments were of cut
topped by a cluster of wedding
the dotted swiss. Their dresses pledging at this time. Diane is vited
to attend the ceremony and Mahan was second with 48 and
selections included "Liebesglass.
bells was served by Miss Don- traum* by Liszt;
a graduate of Fulton City high reception which will follow
*Ave Maria" were designed along the lines
Mrs. Buren Rogers third with
Door
prize
na McWhorter and Miss Jean- by
winner
of the bride's. They wore pic- School.
was
immediately
Schubert.
in Fellowship Hall. 49.
Shirley Kay Everett, Rt. I
Traumerel" by
Marcia Walters.
McWhorter.
mint
with
hats
Serving
green
ture
of
at
the Schumann;'Love Theme' from
Hickman, has been awarded a nie
punch bowl were Miss Debbie Romeo and Juliet; and the trad- trailing yellow ribbon about the
$200 scholarship from the deMcWhorter and Miss Kathy Mc- itional
Bridal Chorous by crown. They carried nosegays
partment of secondary educWhorter. Miss Sherry Mc- Wagner and the Wedding March of freshly cut spring flowers
ation at Murray State Univerincluding daisies, tiny mums,
Whorter was at the register. by Mendlessohn.
sity.
lilacs. and stephanotis.
All are sisters of the groom.
Miss
Cathy
Irick
of
Oklahoma
The daughter of Mr.and Mrs.
Leaving for an unannounced City sang
For her daughters wedding,
"Sunrise Sunset' and
Raymond Douglas Everett, she trip, the bride wore a dress of
"The Lord's Prayer". The Mrs. Pennington wore a longis a senior at Fulton County acqua knit accented with white
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
bride sang "One Hand, One sleeved blue crepe dress, acHigh. Miss Everett plans to accessories. The couple are
cented
Heart"
by
rhinestone
buttons.
to
the
groom
during
a
begin studies at MSU this now making their home on Hickspecial candle ceremony.
Her accessories were silver.
summer.
man, Route Four.
Dear Ann Landers. I have and learned that gas masks are one of several women, but I hap- chen. All she does is carry out
The altar of the church was Mrs. Newell,
mother of the
flanked on either side by lighted bridegroom wore a becoming some advice for the woman who available for $7.95. Thank you pened to be "the one.' Contented the plates and collect that nice
is
allergic to her husband's for the suggestion. Many a ser- husbands don't look for outside
candlelabra adorned with ivy. blue lace dress with white actip. I wish you'd blast this insA center piece of spring flowers cessories. Both mothers wore cigaret smoke. It seems the ious message has been relayed company. They go home to their fair practice.--Mad In Sioux
on
the
lunkhead
wings
of
a
insists
'
,joke."
on
smoking
white
identical
families
carof
corsages
after work. The first Falls
nestled between the lighted canwife has the first chance. Whedleabra. Afternoon sunshine on nations and yellow rosebuds. the room blue when guests are
'St
ther or not she succeeds deWedding guests were seated present because he knows she
the beautiful stained glass winDear Mad: The waitress is
pends on how good she is at the one whose personality (or
dow immediately behind
the by Bruce Gould and Leon croi- won't make a scene.
Dear Ann Landers I was the meeting the challenges of mar- lack of it) makes the
Miss Alice Kaye Johnson, served as maid of honor and the altar added a serene elegance ford of San Antonio.
first linMy sister had the same prodaughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.M. bride's only attendant. She wore to the chosen setting.
pression on the guest. She takes
Carl E. Newell was best man blem. Here's how she solved Other Woman and now I am the riage.--Indignant
Second Wife. This letter will
Johnson of Fulton, and Hugh a pink knit dress styled along
Given in marriage by her and Dr. A.P. Clark was grooms- it. She went to the
the
carries
order
and
the trays
army sur- run counter tothe Puritan ethic,
Mark Pearcy, sae of Mr. and simple lines and carried a brother, Charles Pennington, man.
Dear Dig: Your position must that
sometimes
weigh
30
plus store and bought a gas so you
probably
won't
Mrs. J. W. Stark of South Fulton, single white carnation trimmed Jr., the radiant bride was
print
it.
have some validity because P.m pounds. She also keeps her eye
From the wedding,guests and mask. Needless
to say this But someone ought to make it hearing
were united in marriage in a with white ribbon and streamers gowned in a formal white peau the wedding party rode riverfrom
more
and
more
on the table and makes sure
gesture attracted a great deal clear
that there are husbands people who say their second everyone has what he wants-ceremony of beautiful simpli- tied in love knots.
de sole dress designed along boats down the exotic San An- of attention and
raised some with legitimate gripes—men
Serving as the best mand was
city at the home of her parents
marriage is a lot better than the more water, more coffee, steak
empire lines. The square neck- tonio River tothe reception held embarrassing questions.
When who tried to make a marriage first.
at four o'clock in the afternoon, Mike McKinney of South Fulton. line was complemented by long at La Paloma del Rio. Mrs.
Apparently some hus- sauce, more butter, extra napit became apparent that Mr. work, found it
Immediately following the
impossible, and bands, and some wives, too, kin, etc. A . good waitress
Saturday, April 29.
full sleeves caught to deepcuffs Jeanne Louise Dove presided at Marvelous was an
inconsider- shoved off.
ceremony a reception was held.
must
live
the
through an unsuccess- doesn't have time to sit around
guest
VirMrs.
edged
Imported
in
lace.
book
and
Vienna
The Reverend Jimmy More- The table was covered
ate heel who put his pleasures
with a lace was caught to
My husband's first wife near- ful marriage in order to know and smoke. She works
a pearl en- ginia Dallis served the wed- before his wife's health, he cut
like a
land performed the double ring white linen cloth edged
with crusted tiara
ly
doubled
her
weight
within
ten
how
to make a second marriage horse and deserves the tip.
to form the ding cake. A trio from the Hou- it out.
ceremony before a fireplace at- lace. Serving as the
center- striking cathedral
years.
She
ran
a
pig
sty
instead
work.
Expensive
lesson?
You
veil. She car- ston Symphony Orchestra comtractively decorated with bas- piece was a lovely
If this sounds like a radical
wedding cake ried
• ••
a bouquet of dainty yellow posed of a
violin, cello, measure let me assure you that of a home, produced several bet, but it's the only way some
kets of gladiolus surrounded topped with a miniature
children her husband didn't want folks can learn.
bride roses,
stephanotis, baby's and piano provided music for the
with magnolia leaves.
situation warranted it. (and wasn't ready for), bacame
and groom. Guests were served
breath, and trailing ivy atop a the reception. Their selections Please print this letter
Discover how to be date bait
For her wedding the bride wedding cake, punch,
for all
•• •
mints and white Bible. The bride's
without falling hook, line and
only included popular motion pic- the folks out there who are sick a screaming hag-mother, was
chose a simple white knit dress nuts from cut glass
appoint- jewelry was an heirloom drop
jealous
of
her
husband's
Ann Landers' booklet,
sinker.
ture themes such as "Lara's of inhaling
styled along empire lines with ments.
other people's friends, spent beyond his inDear Ann: Why do people tip "Dating Do's and Don'ts," will
pearl necklace and a pair of Theme' from the movie Dr. cigaret smoke
long lace sleeves. She carried
and would like come and drove him crazy with the
Following the reception the
waitress when the cook help you to be more poised and
to take some positive action.-- her nagging.
a bouquet of daisies surrounded couple left on a short wedding tiny opal earrings, a gift from Zhivago.
spends hours preparing the food sure of yourself on dates. Send
After a wedding trip to West Winston Salem
by lace and white streamers tied trip to Memphis, Tennessee. the groom.
I
did
nothing
to
attract
and
the
her
dishwasher does the 351 in coin along with a long,
Miss
Cathy trick was maid of Texas and New Mexico, the
in love knots.
They are now making their home
husband's attention. I was sim- dirty work? The waitress sits stamped, self-addressed enveMiss Karen Rice of Fulton at 212 Thedford Street, Fulton, honor and Mrs. Ralph Crider of couple is at home in Temple,
Dear Win
We checked the ply there when he needed
some- and smokes while the REAL lope and your request to this
Fulton, Kentucky was matron of Texas.
army surplus stores in Chicago one to
talk to. It could have been work is beine done in the kit- newspaper.

Miss Pennington, Dr. Hardman
Exchange Vows In San Antonio

Byrd - Byassee
Nuptials To Be
Held May 14

Shirley Everett
Gets Scholarship

Aut iandeia

Kaye Johnson, Mark Pearcy
Exchange Vows On April 29

Judy Fuller
Honored With
Bridal Shower

Kentucky s Two New Insurance P-4 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, May 11, 1972
Laws "Essential" Says Official Tom Perkins
Joins Staff
At Mayfield

Isolation Irks a Cut-Off Slice of Kentucky

By Dave Thompson
State News Bureau

The Now York TImosiGary 5.1110

A view Into Madrid Bend from the Tennessee side of the line. Children go to school in Tiptonville, Tenn. A school
bus picks them up and returns them at this point and their parents drive them to and from homes in cars.
By E. DRUMMOND AYRES Jr.
110064.1 ton. Nom Tort Ti..

MADRID BEND. Ky.,—By
any stretch of geographical
imagination, this four-byfive-mile chunk of Mississippi' River bottom should bewag to Tennessee.
It is three and a half miles
removed from the rest of
Kentucky — isolated, surrounded, unique, a lonely encave clinging
The
to the northTalk of
western corMadrid Bend, ner of Tennessee and cut
off from its
mother state by a sharp
sag in the Mississippi arid
The Now tot 1190/9//Aarch 8, 1972
an errant wedge of Missouri
that juts down into the sag.
around a petition calling for
that," said David Wilson, a
It ran be reached from Kenfarmer who has lived in the
tuCky only by a winding.
20-mile ride through Tenbend for 21 years but whose
nessee.
pickup truck is registered in
Its 50 or so residents buy
Tennessee because no one
their groceries in Tennessee
asked him any questions
and sell their cotton and soywhen he listed his address as
beans in Tennessee.
"Route 2, Tiptonville, Tenn."
Their mail bears an address
-There weren't a lot of
thet reads: "Route 2, Tiptonsignatures on the petition
Tenn."
and the people up in the state
They obtain their driving
capital didn't pay any attenpermits in Tennessee and regtion," Mr. Wilson continued.
ister their cars in Tennessee.
"Still, I wouldn't mind beThey even register themcoming a Tennessean If It
selves for the draft in Tenneswould clear up the situation."
see.
Century-Old Situation
Still Kentuckians
The situation—unique in
But, these oddities aside,
that isolated sections of other
the people of Madrid Bend
states commonly are cut off
(pronounced Mad Rid) are
only by water, not by land
ICAntucitians.
belonging to someone elec.:—
crey htegitucky
has existed for more than •
—50
se? century.
11
They v
entucky.
It came about when KenThey stand trial in Kentucky, Tennessee and MistutlrY.
souri agreed on a final set of
And. Inevitably, they pay
boundaries in the eighteenthnr taxes to Kentucky.
Part of the agreement
fifties.
it is all-very confusing, so
stated that everything north
confusing that some residents
parallel and east
36:30
the
of
of'Madrid Bend are beginning
of the Mississippi would beto wonder whether life would
Kentucky.
long to
be simpler if the bend were
For all its isolation, Madrid
annexed by Tennessee.
indisputedly lies north
Bend
!'Somebody recently passed
of the parallel and east of
the Mississippi.
At the time of the agreement, no one seemed to notice
the baloon-shaped orphan.
And, as the years passed,
even the people of Madrid
Bend forgot their predicament if for no other reason
than they seldom had to talk
1St nit ft.;r - to their fellow Kentuckians
across the way—or, for that
iin
UP issausasscs N
matter, to their Tennessee
friends just down the roars
y
World Unto Itself
Like most rural American
liltOss>47B.
communities, the bend was
then a world unto itself,

=tor

r

complete with one-room
schoolhouse and little white
church in the grove, and
11,000 acres of rich delta
capable of providing most
of the amenities of life for
several dozen plantation
owners and several hundred
tenant farmers. What could
not be gotten from the land
could be gotten from the
great paddlewheel steamboats thrashing past every
nay, or from Joe Whitson's
general store next to the
state line.
Who needed the rest of
Kentucky? Or the rest of
the United States?
Today, life is no longer
so simple in Madrid Bend.
Only the mighty Mississippi
still rolls along as before,
and there is talk that the
Army Corps of Engineers
might change that by cutting
• canal across the neck of
the bend.
These days, the few residents of Madrid Bend not
yet run off by the monster
machines of modern-day
farming find it more and
more difficult to remain selfcontained and self-supporting.
Need to Travel
They now have an increasing need for wider contact
with people in more distant
places—contact with the man
who services the monster machines, contact with the sulietritarkeg that helped board
up Joe Whitson's store, contact with the consolidated
school thit replaced the oneroom schoolhouse, contact
with the crop subsidy office,
the employment office, the
welfare office, the building
inspector, the health inspector, the oil distributor, the
dry cleaner, even the television repahman.
Some of these people and
places are in Kentucky, and
some are in Tennessee. None
are in Madrid Bend.
'We have to drive off in
all directions," said Mrs.
Peggy Ades, a housewife.
She added:
"If we could deal with just
one state—Tennessee—we'd
still have to drive some, but
things would be so much
easier.
"Tm tired of going 30
miles to Hickman, Ky., to
straighten out a legal problem and then 15 miles to Tiptonville, Tenn., to straighten
out a school problem."
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FOR SPRING SAVINGS

Schooling in Tennessee
Madrid Bend's children go
to school in Tennessee, at no
cost to Kentucky. The controlling factor, as usual,
seems to be the children's
postal address: Route 2, Tiptonville, Tenn.
But the Tennessee bus is
under orders not to enter the
bend itself. So. every morning, parents must drive their
children to the pick-up point
—Joe Whitson's old store—
and every afternoon the children must be retrieved.
"It's a funny arrangement, I admit, but it's better
than commuting three hours
or so a day to some Kentucky school," said 79-yearold Alfred Stepp, who owns
the most land-4000 acres—
in Madnd Bend and is the
community's unofficial leader
and elder statesman.
Mr. Stepp is not yet ready
to become a Tennessean. He
thinks there are more advantages than disadvantages in
being a Kentuckian once removed.
'What's better than having your own little world?'
he asked.
Voting Procedure
Before every Kentucky
election, Mr. Stepp talks to
Madrid Bend's two dozen or
so eligible voters—a number
of whom work for him—and
a decision is made on how
4.1se community will vote
when the balloting machine
is set up at Whitson's old
store.
"It's not a matter of pp
litical parties or controlled
elections," Mr. Stepp explained. "We have to stick
together here and vote the
way we can get the most political clout for our big outside need—road repairs." He
added:
"That grading machine has
to come all the way from
Hickman."
The grader is about the
only visitor Madrid Bend
ever gets from Hickman or
the rest of Kentucky, except
for an occasional lawman
who slips in to raid a liquor
still operation hidden in the
cottonwoods down by the
river.
So far, no manacled moonshiner has ever raised the
extradition question.

The bill also ealls for
assistance in the detection and
prevention of insurer
insolvencies and to assess the
cost of such protection among
the companies.
"This is one bill the
department really pushed,"
The bill
McGuffey said.
assures that, in the event one
fire
the
of
and casulty
companies becomes insolvent,
policyholders, will be paid."
All fire and casualty
companies will be assessed to
guarantee payment.
Present plans call for the
fund to be set up similar to a
model recommended by the
National Insurance
Commissioners.
"Kentucky has been very
fortunate in not having many
HEIFER SMOV/
companies become insolvent,"
The 1972 Beef Heifer Show
McGuffey said. "Illinois, for
has been scheduled for June 12
at Mayfield and anyone inter- example, has had three
ested in participating in this insolvencies in the past five
event is asked to contact the years and insolvencies in Texas
e millions of
Fulton County Extension Office have cost
in Hickman for entry blanks.
BACK HOME
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Holland
arrived in Fulton Monday afternoon from Brownsville, Texas where they make their winter. They will be here for about
six weeks before traveling on
to Detroit
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FRANK F 0 ft T ,Ky
--Insurance Commis sioner
Harold McGuffey has praised
the 1972 General Assembly
for its action on
insurance -related
proposals...and added he also
is pleased with some action
not taken by the legislators.
Although several measures
were introduced before both
chambers, only two bills
McGuffey considered essential
were passed--a bill creating an
insolvency or guaranty fund
and re-enactment of the FAIR
property Plan.
A bill calling for no-fault
insurance was placed into a
"further study" category and
will probably be on the docket
when the session convenes in
1974.
"The General Assembly did
right," said McGuffey, "in not
taking action on the no-fault
proposal. We need the
additional time to study
measures adopted in other
states before we pass the law."
Five state's passed a similar
measure in 1971 and
Connecticut did so in 1972.
"California has been working
on no-fault insurance since
1958 and still hes not solved
the problem," McGuffey
pointed out. "Kentucky did
right."
The FAIR plan (Fair Access
to Insurance Requirements)
makes basic property
insurance available to owners
who cannot otherwise find
coverage in the regular market.
The present plan expires on
June 17.
No additional monies or
personnel will be required by
this year's legislation, although
the Insurance Department is
presently forming governing
committees of department
employes to draw up plans for
implementing both measures.
Senate Bill 91, the
Kentucky Guaranty Insurance
Assn. Act, was the only really
new bill passed by the
legislature affecting the
insurance industry. The
measure establishes a
non-profit unincorporated
legal entity to provide for the
payment of covered claims in
apse of the insolvency of an
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BEACH MOTEL

BUY A UNIQUE
holiday mood!
.
Sheer luxury in a carefree
Luxurious rooms, apartmints. Tennis,
shuffleboard ... golf .. . charter fishing
j fabulous
the
.
DboayattsunwsitBheacguhidsetstrac
Only 65 miles
minutes
tions
from DISNEY away.
WORLD,
when• Heated Swimming Pool • Color TV
you vacation
• 100% air-conditioned, heated
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• Radio - Hi-Fl -Room phones
BEACH
MOTEL! • Ample free parking at yolir or
• Coffee Shop, Cocktail Lounge .
• Rooms, Apartments, Efficiencies
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is the Oct

Senate Bill 184, a
workmen's compensation plan
also passed during the 197 2
legislative session, creates
increased benefits for the
average laborer, bringing the
schedule in line with federal
guidelines. It will go into
effect Jan. 1, 1973.
"The plan will give more
benefits," said McGuffey,'out
in giving more benefits, it will
cost more money."
The rates of payment into
the workmen's compensation
special fund were increased for
all employer contribiitor, !s!
the new law. The increases
range from 25 to 32 per cent.

RETURNS HOME
Mrs. W. H. Purcell has returned to her home after
spendii., the winter in Houston, Texas with her daughter,
Mrs. Ellen Jane Lewis.

WINNER HONORED
Walker, senior at
Tom Perkins, a former Ful- Richard
High School and
ton resident from (1960-1965) Lyon County
and a well known Baptist pastor, state winner in the Elks
has joined the staff of Mid- Scholarship Contest, was the
Continent Baptist Bible College, guest of honor at the regular
Mayfield, Kentucky, as the meeting of the Fulton EFArs
Lodge No. 1142 'Tuesday night,
Director of Development.
Brother Perkins, a pastor May 2.
since he was 18. now 34, will
soon receive his MS degree in
THE FUNNY PAPERS
Journalism iris the Murray Headline: ROAST TURKEY
State University. His under- CARCASS DELICIOUS FOR
graduate work was completed ti()
Times, Chester, Ps.
'vi'
at the University of Tennessee.
new Director lia
The
pastored several churches !!
the Western Kentucky, Teri
nessee area. He is current!.
serving as the moderator i!!' 140 Broadwivo WOW
the Blood River Associatioi.
Phone 479-11164 •
Brother Perkins is marrie.!
to the former Wilda Gibson, !!!! — Arm-steam 11SIIIdUleaDINNIN
Melber, Kentucky. They has, — Vinyl and Tile
two children, Vicki and Kern!.
,-:Doiiiiss end PAKinot
While in Fulton, and a student •
Upheliderisqs.
IMO
at UTM he pastored Johnson
Grove Baptist Church and was
Antique
employed at the Fulton Hard
ware and Furniture Co.

LP.
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KATIE MAL
Lisa Wane.

Mr. Sandy Hockensmith

A Message For Teachers
Dear Teacher:
Are you pleased by the treatment given
you by the 1972 General Assembly?

SOUTH PUI
Donne Naha
butlor, Pall'

Are you satisfied with your 6% increase
In salary at a time Slate officials are getting
1/2%? Your Senator and Representative
voted himself a 33-1/3% increase.
The power to change this is in your
hands.

VOTE!
SANDY HOCKENSMITH
"A Doer...Not A Talker"
U. S. =ATM

STATE__ 7111

DAYTONA BEACH
FLORIDA

4
1
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AWARD WII
outstanding
tiroolwn a n, a

Democratic Primary

ADORES,
CITY

dollars."
Department examiners
check each company once
every four years, unless they
feel the companiea should be
audited more often. McGuffey
said he has advised examiners
and admission officers not to
admit any company into
Kentucky to do business
unless it is fiscally strong and
can provide adequate coverage.

P-5 Pult1

MAY 23, 1972
Paid for by Debra Hockononsith, Trost,

Lit Us

Buy a
and HI
until N

May 11, 1972
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KATIE MACKAY, new President of the South Fulton FHA Chapter, accepts the gavel from
(Soo story).
Lisa Walls.

South Fulton
FHA Chapter
Bangvet
The South Fulton FHA chapter
Motherannual
it's
held
Daughter Banquet in the school
cafeteria May 2.
The banquet was called to
order by the president, Lisa
Watts. The welcome was given
by Katie Malray and the response by her mother, Mrs.
Betty Malray. The Invocation
was given by Gwen Browder.
The guest speaker for the
Susan
Miss
was
evening
Warren, former FHA member
of South Fulton, and a student of
Home Economics at U-T Martin. She spoke on the FHA theme
'Youth Reaches Out'.
The "Tribute to Mothers' was
given by Mary Jane Cannon, as
each girl presented her mother
with a rose.
The degree earners were then
as
are
They
recognized.
follows: (earning their Junior
Dunavant,
Wanda
Degree):
Shelia Ellison, Jeanne Kilzer,
Linda Crawford, Brenda Colyer;(earning their Chapter Degrees) : Katie Malray, Elaine
Counsell,
Patricia
Ellison,
Elizateth Wilson, Vickie Cruce,
Fergerson and Robin
Vicki
Milner;(earning their State DeCathy McKinny and
grees):
Carol Nabors.
The awards were then presented for the most Outstanding
Freshmen-Jeanne Kilzer; Outstanding Senior-Lisa Watts and
Outstanding Student in FHA and
Home Economics-Cathy McMiss Cathy Owens received
the Betty Crocker Homemaker
of Tomorrow Award.
Entertainment was then presented by Katie Malray and
Jeanne Kilzer.,
The new officers for 1972-73
were then installed as follows:
President, Katie Malray; 1st
vice president, Wanda Dunavant; 2nd vice president, Vicki
Cruce; Secretary, Vicki Fergerson; Treasurer, Jeanne}Wier; Reporter, Elizabeth Wilson; Historian, Teresa Holman;
Parliamentarian, Patricia
Counsell; Song Leader, Elaine
Ellison; Chaplain, Linda Crawford and Hostess, Brenda Colyer. The meeting was then adjorned by the new president,
Katie Malray.

loft): Lisa Watts,
AWARD WINNERS AT SOUTH FULTON FHA BANQUET included (from
outstanding FHA
Kilsor,
Jamie
award;
Crocker
Batty
Owens,
Cathy
outstanding FHA sensor;
and FHA.
freshman, and Cathy McKinrwty, outstanding student in Home economics
(Ss* story).

hers

SFHS Names
New 1972- 73
Cheerleaders

WE HAVE

THE $MONEY$
WE HAVE

THE "TIME"
WHEN

YOU FINANCE YOUR NEW CAR OR LATE
MODEL USED CAR •

YOU GET [FREE] YOUR CHOICE OF:
*A MAN'S ELECTRIC CALENDAR WATCH
RETAIL VALUE $3000
- OR -

*A LADIES' LOVELY WRIST WATCH
RETAIL VALUE '2195

a The 1972-73 South Fulton High,*
were
cheerleaders
School
chosen Monday, April 17. The
eight girls were selected by the
student body at tryouts in the
gym.
The
girls chosen were.
Senior, Ginger Fields, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Fields;
Juniors, Sandy Cardwell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Cardwell, Patty Ross, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Ross,
Susan Watts, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Watts, Sophomores, Lisa Butler, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Butler and
Althea Williams, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. B.F. Williams;
Lindy
Barclay,
Freshmen,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Barclay and Donna Nabors,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joel
Nabors.
Sandy Cardwell was elected
to serve as captain for next
year.

- OR -

*2 CHILDRENS WATCHES
RETAIL VALUE 1595

OUR MONEY BE YOUR MONEY$

al given
CHEERLEADERS

for 1172-73 include,(front row,from left):
SOUTH FULTON HIGH SCHOOL
Donna Nabors, Susan Watts, Lindy Barclay and Althea Williams; (back row, from left): Liss
!lunar, Patty Ross and Sandy Cardwell. Senior Ginger Fields was not premot for photo.
(S.. Story).

increase
getting
;eniative

lvi presenth
THE NMI

NOTICE

HIKERS

See David Phelps or Glenn Hafley, they are
the men who have the "money" for your cars

COLOR

Misty Rowe-Norman Klar

and "time" for your wrist, plus Low Bank Rate

TO ALL FARMERS
If You're Planning to Buy a New or Used

your

LET OUR TIME BE YOUR "TIME"

THUR.. FRI.. SAT..
MAY 11-12-13

Tractor and Equipment
See Ed Neeley or N. W. Burnette
AT

BURNETTE TRACTOR CO.
Let Us Explain our waver of interest plan to you on unpaid balance.
Buy a Tractor and any or all equipment — Now — New or Used
and the Interest and Insurance will be paid by John Deere Co.
until March 1, 1973.

g
R
I a
A
(
h*
am& lb

;un.. Mon.. Tues.. Wed
May 14-15-16-17

John Wayne
Richard Boone
!elle Mal Olt)

FARMERS EXCHANGE
BANK

WsTIONAL GEM RN lecinaio•

The Time & Temperature Bank Member FDIC

BURN ETTE
Y
TRACTOR COMPAN
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-2501

Financing

— PLUS

45 8 51 By Pass

"Making Our Money and Time Your Money and Time"

PLUS-DON SCARDINO
TISA FARROW
••

is

IIotnetlP

Phone 479-3000

A FULL
SERVICE
BANK

* Qualifying used car models include 1971, 1970, 1969
DINO. Time Pay. Minimum 24 month loans only
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Fulton Junior High
Names Cheerleaders
Junior High cheerleaders for
1972-73 at Fulton were chosen
this week, with Tammy Tibbs
named Captain.
Others on the squad include
Lisa Homra, Donna Pewitt, Ann
Ragsdale, Lee Ann Smith, Martha Whitesell and Lisa Needham alternate.
Mrs. Frank Cardwell is the
sponsor.

Emergency Nursing
Seminar Subject

SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS FOR I472-73 AT
SOUTH FULTON: (from left): Carol Nabors,
Robert Burrow, Cathy McKinney, Kathy Whitlock,
Mike Brown and Priscilla Winston. Not
present for picture were Debbie Gregory, Jeannie
Rushing and Gary Johns. (See story).

South Fulton High School
Names 1972- 73 Class Officers
Class officers at South Fulton
High school for the 1972-73 year
were announced this week, with
Robert Burrow heading the list
as President of the incoming
senior class (See photo).
Besides Burrow, other senior
class officers include Cathy
McKinney,
Vice-President;
Priscilla Winston, secretary;
Debbie Gregory and Carol
Nabors, treasurers; Jeannie
Rushing, reporter; Kathy Whitlock and Gary Johns, historians, and Mike Brown, sergeant-at-arms.

Junior class officers include
Dick Green, President; Lynne
Brown, vice-president; Sandy
Cardwell. secretary; Patricia
Counsell,
treasurer; Janet
Long, reporter; Sharye Owen
and Don Green, historians.
Sophomore class officers include Laura Dixon, President;
Wanda Dunavant, vice-president; Lisa Butler, secretary;
Fonda Bondurant; treasurer;
Candy Walker, reporter; Laquita Pirtle, historian, and
Camela Elliott, sergeant-atarms.

WIIIATHER REPORT

HOSPITAL NEWS

(From current readings and
records of Jim Hale, South
The following persons were
patients in Fulton's hospitals Fulton.)
on Wednesday, May 10:
APRIL 1972
HILLVIEW
Johnny Rice, Effie Morgan,
Ima
Jean
Price, Brenda
Roberts, Hickman; Kay Burns,
Cayce; Clara Robey, Stanley
Boyd,
Deborah
McKinney,
Brenda Ellis, J. M. Connor,
Doris Algee, Nancy Williams,
Denise Berryhill, Nancy Pruett,
South
Fulton; and James
Turner, Carlene Girthler, Fulton.

Date High Low

IN GERMANY
Lt. Glenn Exum, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Exum of
Fulton, has arrived for duty in
Bamburgh, Germany. His address is: U. Glenn Exum,
404-60-0079 BCD 793; MP Bn,
APO New York, 09114.

S.B

The Emergency and Food
Service, sponsored by the Community Action office, plans to
help many low income people
solve their own food problems
through garden co-ops, co-op
grocery stores and assisting
individual families in grocery
gardens where they are not
financially or physically able.
Last year, the four county
Emergency, Food and Medical
Program included three garden
clubs involving some 233 people
over the four county area.
The service was also successful in organizing several
meat buying clubs with a sav- FULTON HIGH SCHOOL "A" SQUAD CHEERLEADERS for 1972-73, elected May 4th, include
ings of $2700 which was passed (from left): Kim Jackson, junior; Susan Moore, sophomore; Denise Hamra, senior and Captain;
on to the low income people. Jan Pulley,
junior. Not present for photo were Susan Hagan, junior, and Theresa Weeks,

The Emergency & Food Ser- sophomore. In addition to the above, the "B" squad will consist of Lillian Whitesell, sophovice now have a co-op store in mo're, head cheerleader, and Carmen Rudolph, Caroline
Weeks and Kim Brock, all freshmen.
Hickman which has been opened
for four months. It hasoperated
GRADUATE
TO
MISS ADAMS INITIATED
on a ten per cent mark-up run AWARDED SCHOLARSHIP
Rita Gay Adams, daughter of
Dianna Darlene Davis of
by a board of directors which
Pat Elliott, daughter of Mr. Crutchfiekl is one of a 1,090 NIr and Mrs. James T. Adams
consists of mostly low income
S. D. Cherry of Fulton, has graduates at Ricks College, of Fulton. has been initiated in
people of the area.
been awarded a $100 scholarship Rexburg, Idaho. Ricks College Alpha Chi, ,a national collegiate
for 1972-73 by the Murray State
is owned and operated by the honorary fraternity at Murray
If there are any questions
University chapter of the As- LDS Church and was establish- State University. Qualifications
officials ask that you call the
sociation
for Childhood Educa- ed in 1881. The list of graduates for membership are, for junMississippi River Economic
tion. A junior elementary edu- includes students from most of iors. a 3.75 overall grade point
Opportunity Council, Inc., Community Action Program of Ful- cation major, she was one of the 50 stOtes and several for- and for seniors a 3.5 standing.
five to receive the award.
Figures are based on a 4.00 syston, Kentucky.
eign countries.
tem.

FOR FOURTEEN YEARS I HAVE
WORKED FOR FULTON COUNTY -LET ME CONTINUE TO TAKE
CARE OF YOUR NEEDS IN
CONGRESS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Max Wilson Wins
Ag Scholarship

FULTON COUNTY

ative Corp., Hickman, serving 4-cty area including Fulton.
270,000-44-7-71) SBA Loan to Fulton Industrial Corporation, Fulton.
15,071—(5-19-71) Hew Office of Education Grant to Fulton County Board
of
Education, Hickman.

•
by Mrs. Ha

FRANK A. STUBBLEFIELD
163,000—(6-3-71) 0E0 Grant to Mississipp
i River Economic Opportuni
ty Council,
Fulton, serving 4-cty area including Fulton.
899—(6-21-71) HEW Office of Education
Title I Funds to Fulton City Board
of
Education, Fulton.
28,000—(6-12-71) EDA Grant to Hickman
-Fulton County River Port Authority
to
help study feasibility of establishi
ng a port & related industrial park on
the
Mississippi River to stimulate growth in
Fulton County.
60,200—(11-4-71) Labor Dept. Manpower
Admit Funds to Fulton County
under
the Emergency Employment Act.
42,900-0-18-72) EDA Grant to Purchase
Area Development District,
Mayfield,
to continue planning for industrial growth
in g-cty area including Fulton.
326,000—(3-7-72) EDA Grant to Fulton County
Board of Education to construct
vocational technical school at Hickman serving
Fulton & Hickman Counties.

OBION

FULTON COUNTY
Watershed and Public Works Projects
CREEK WATERS

HED
Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle and G
Counties. 206,000 acres. 14 structures planned; 7 completed. 35 other structure
s (SRS) planned arid completed. 44 miles of channel improvement planned,
15 miles completed, Resolving channel stability and environmental
impacts. Also preparing environmental impact state. Hope to be ready for
renewed construction,
pending availability of land rights, early in
Fiscal Year 1973.
$1,383,000—Total Federal Funds obligated as of
3-23-72.
REELFOOT - INDIAN CREEK WATERSHED
8,000 acres. Fulton County. Kentucky portion
completed.
525,000—Total Federal Funds obligated as of 3-23-72.

VOTE FOR FRANK A. STUBBLEFIELD

LUNCHEON FRIDAY
The annual spring luncheon
of the Home and Garden Department of the Fulton Woman's Club will be held Friday,
May 12, at the Park Terrace
Paid for by Fulton County Stubblefield • For
Restaurant.
- Congress Committee, Gaylen Virden, Chairman
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EXPLANATION OF TERMS:
Aiiiproval dates of projects in parenthesis (
)
EDA - Economic Development Administr
ation
HUD Housing and Urban Development
Department
REA - Rural Electrification Administration
EPA - Environmental Protection Agency
0E0 - Office of Economic Opportunity
$ 26,500—EDA Technical Assistance Grant awarded

Inc., Fulton, serving Fulton, Ballard, Carlisle and Hickman Counties.
42,900—(14-71) EDA Grant to Purchase Area Development District, Mayfield,
to
continue planning for growth In S-cty area including Fulton.
155,000—(1-18-71) REA Loan to Hickman-Fulton Counties Rural Electric Coopers-

County
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HERE IS THE RECORD:

Fulton Civic Center Authority
for Latin American (Learner) Friendship Center 1st award of $17,500
made 10-25-66 and 2nd award of $9,000 mad, 8-10-67.
94,560—HUD Urban Renewal Program Grant for survey
and planning activities
for 41-acre "Banana Festival Center" area. (Prelimi
nary cost estimated
indicate requirement $711,000 Federal capital grant, and
the amount has
been reserved for project's completion). Initial planning
grant approval
(10-6-66.)
1,587,232—(8-25-70) HUD Loan and -Grant for above project.
The $711,000 previously allocated the Fulton Urban Renewal Project brings
the total amount
to $2,298,232.
158,000—(July 1963) Estimated construction cost of new
Fulton Post Office.
14,000—(8-21143) Accelerated Public Works Grant to City
of Fulton for sewer
extension.
59,100—(12-3-63) Public Health Service Grant to Hickman
for sewer project.
128,000—(l2-9-63) Accelerated Public Works Grant to Hickman
for water system
for city.
674,344—(7-19-66) HUD Loan to Fulton for construction of
50-low-rent homes.
$1,000 of this amount being a preliminary loan awarded for
planning of
the project.
4112,000—(3-1747) EDA Grant to Hickman for water & sewer
system on 50 percent
matching basis with city.
128,053—(5-15-67) Mental Health Grant to Western Ky, Regional
Mental Health
Board, Murray, serving Fulton and S other counties.
150,000—(6-10-68) FHA Loan to Hickman Recreational Club, Inc.
for recreational
area to consist of Club House, Golf Course & Swimming Pool.
To serve
176 Families.
20,000---(4-3-69) HUD preliminary Loan to Fulton Municipal Housing
Commission
for Fulton County to begin preliminary planning for 80 low-rent homes.
1,533,042—(2-18-70) HUD Loan to Fulton Municipal Housing Commissi
on for construction of above project.
455,000—(5-27-69) EDA Grant to Southwestern Ky. Water District
to help finance
expansion of water distribution & storage facilities. Serving Fulton and
2
other counties.
170,000—(5-27-69) EDA Loan for above project.
134,000—(6-19-70) 0E0 Grant to Mississippi River Economic Opportunity Council,
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HAS SURGERY
Joyce Morris Gill, daughter
of T. D.'Morris, is recuperating
Irons surgery at her home in
University City, Missouri. Her
address is Joyce Gill, 7836
Drexel Drive, University City,
The News takes pleasure in
Missouri.
wishing the following friends
"Happy Birthday:
Mrs. Maude Williams, May II;
IS PATIENT
Rev. Charles Jobe is a pati- Mrs. Harry Bethel, Mrs, D.D.
Legg,
May 12; Hilda Adams,
ent in the Baptist Hospital in
Memphis. His room number is Keith Counce, Mrs. Kenneth
Turner, Mrs.Joyce Pruett, May
1191 Union East.
13, Mrs. W. C. Jacob, Colette
Medley, William Scott, May 15;
Ronnie Fields, Janiece Holman,
HAS SURGERY
May 16, James Hicks, May 17.
Mrs. Ronnie Mack Allen, the
former Linda Cardwell of
South Fulton, had surgery Monday morning at Parkview ,Hos-pital in Dyersburg. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jake
Cardwell.
Max Kenneth Wilson, RE 4
Union City, has been awarded
IN DEACONNESS
$200 scholarship from the
a
Mrs. Emily Nall of Fulton
agriculture department at
has been transferred from the
Murray State University.
Lutheran Hospital to the DeaThe son of Mr. and Mrs.
conness Hospital in St. Louis. John
Paul Wilson, he is an
Her new address is: Deacon- honor
student at Fulton County
Bess Hospital, 6150 Oakland High School.
Wilson will begin
Avenue, Room 764, St. Louis, studies in agriculture this
fall.
Missouri,
HOMEMAKERS MEET
The Twin Cities'Homemakers
Club met Wednesday, May 10
at the Community Center. Hostess for the meeting was Mrs.
John IL Algee.

OES MEETS
Fulton City Chapter No, 41
DES met in stated session at
7:30 p. .m. Tuesday, May 9, at
the Masonic Temple.

Emergency Nursing will be
the topic for a two-day seminar
to be held May 11-12 in Louisville.
Nurses
from
emergency
rooms, intensive care and coronary care units, operating and
recovery rooms and from industries have been invited to
attend this course.
Registration for the program
will be limited to 200 nurses and
application must be submitted to
the Kentucky Medical Association by May 6.

0E0 Fosters
Co-Op Plans
For Needy

FOR RE-ELECTION AS UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY MAY 13, 1972
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DEATHS
abort S. Newell

Mrs. Aline Williams

Mrs. Mande Cook

Mrs. Maude Cook, 87, of MayRobert Samuel Howell, 106
trete Drive, South Fulton,died field, Route 7, died at 3 a.m.
6:15 p.m. Wednesday, May 3, Thursday, May 4, at the Maythe Fulton Hospital following field Hospital. She was a sister
extended illness. He was 55. of Mrs. Pearl Harris of Fulton.
Other survivors include a
Born December 11, 1916 in
kite= County, Kentucky, he son, two daughters, two brothe son of the late Samuel thers, another sister.
She was the widow of Walter
tete Everett Howell. He
a carman for the Blinois Cook.
Services were held at 4 p.m.
antral Railroad for the past
years and a veteran of World Friday, May 5, at Byrn Funeral
the Rev. 0 T.
ar 11, serving in the U.S. Chapel with
rmy. He was a member of Arnett and the Rev. James
shall Alexander Post 72 Tharp officiating. Interment
the American Legion, YMBC, was in the Highland Park Cemetery.
the IC Service Club.
Survivors include his wife,
ors Lee Polsgrove Howell;two
p-eons, Leroy Bondurant,
ort Worth, Texas and George
ant of Fulton; seven
Funeral services for Leroy
p-grandchildren; a sister, Thacker, 74, a native of Dukers. Genola Darnell, St. Louis; dom, and veteran of World War
niece, Mrs. Geraldine Owens. I, were held in Greensboro,
A sister, Mrs. Louise Fitz, North Carolina, April 27.
preceded him in death.
Mr. Thacker operated the
Services were held at 3 p.m. King's Business College in
Friday, May 5, at the Hornbeak Greensboro for 36 years.
Funeral Chapel with the Rev.
Survivors include his wife,
Gerald Stow officiating. Inter- Lillian Thacker, a son, Louis
ment was in Obion County Mem- Thacker, Knoxville, a daughter,
orial Gardens.
Jean Haithcox, Greensboro, 7
Hubert grandchildren.
Pallbearers were.
Jere
Bowan,
Jeter
Corum,
He was a sister of Mrs. Jean
Warren, L.M. Smith, John Morris of Pilot Oak and Mrs.
Edgar Reeves of Dukedom.
Bland and Gerald Powell.

Leroy Thacker

cted May 4th, Include

a, senior and Captain;
nd

Theresa

Weeks,

ian Whitesell, sopho-

lrock, all freshmen.

,DAMS INITIATED
3y Adams, daughter of
Mrs. James T. Adams
, has been initiated in
a national collegiate
fraternity at Murray
,versity. Qualifications
bership are, for jun75 overall grade point
,eniors a 3.5 standing.
re based on a 4.00 sys-

Gerald M.Llliott

Capt. Glen Ivey

Services for Gerald Moore
Elliott, 56, former Crutchfield
resident were held at 10 a.m.
Monday. May 13. at the Hoperoft
Funeral Home in Hazel Park,
Michigan.
He died at 5:30 p.m. Thursday, May 4, at his home in Warren, Michigan. He was the son
of Ronald Elliott ofCrutchfield.
Besides his father, he leaves
his wife, Maria Elliott, two
daughters, Mrs. ShertJeffress,
Biloxi, Mississippi and Miss
Patricia Elliott, Fulton; a son,
Moore Elliott, Jr.,
Gerald
Memphis; two sisters, Mrs.
Thomas Plum and Mrs. Donald
Cherry, both of Fulton; a granddaughter.

Captain Glen Ivey, son of Colonel and Mrs. Robert H. Ivey,
was killed in action near Khan
Toun,
South
Vietnam
on
Saturday, May 6. Captain Ivey
wqs advisor to the South Vietnamese Airborne Infantry.
A graduate of West Point Military Academy in the class of
1969, he is the grandson of Mrs.
Anna Ivey of Long Beach, California and Mr.and Mrs. Norman
Terry of Fulton.
his parents and
Besides
grandparents, he is survived by
a twin brother, Captain Karl
Ivey, Houston, Texas, two step
Ivey, Houston, Texas, two stepsisters, Susan of Long Beach
and Terry of Atlanta,
and Terry of Atlanta, a stepbrother, Richard of Lexington.
Funeral arrangements have
not been completed at this time.

Jim Byrn
Jim Byrn, 90, former Mayfield chief of police and a retired farmer, died at 12.10 a.m.
Tuesday, May 9, at the MurrayCalloway County Convalescent
Boone in Murray. He was a ressem at Route 3, Mayfield.
Siarehrors include his wife,
Gracie Byrn; three daughters,
Mrs., Mayme Connor, Wingo,
Mrs. Eimer Cecil and Mrs.
William Parker, both of Graves
County, 12 grandchildren, four
gf'eat grandchildren.
Services were held at 3:30
p.m. Thursday, May 11, at Byrn
Chapel in Mayfield withthe Rev.
H. U. Suthard officiating asstated by the Rev. Cloys Bruce.
Interment was in Maplewood
Cemetery.
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I guess by now the ones
that read Route Three news
wondered what happened to your
writer the past month. We went
to Sterling Heights, Michigan
and visited with our daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lewis and
baby Chad for 11 days, then
flew to Portland, Oregon and
stayed with Mr. and Mrs. W.G.
Agne, our other daughter, and
their son until the 1st day of
May. We had a wonderful trip
and both enjoyed flying. We
went up on Mt. Hood and it is
sure beautiful. There are green
trees and snow all over the
trees at the foot. There were
flowers blooming through the
snow. I don't know bow they
did it, but I do know I saw
them blooming.
I would like to say to all our
neighbors and friends who lost
their loved ones while we were
away, you do have our heartfelt sympathy.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hopkins
spent last week in Michigan

with relatives and
visiting
friends.
We hear Mr. and Mrs. Buddy
Dalton are the parents of a tine
son. Congratulations neighbors!
We were sorry to hear of Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Foster's bad
luck with the tornado hitting
their home.
Mrs. Sonny Dalton and children visited with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. N.C. Dalton, last
week. Sonny has gone back overin the service for our
seas
country.
Mrs. Mary Everett and Mr.
Ralph Everett from Detroit,
Michigan were here for a few
days last week to attend the funeral of Robert Howell. Ralph
with Mr. and Mrs.
visited
Harold Taylor and family while
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Webb
have moved into the house near
N. C. Dalton and Clarence
French. Welcome back to the
neighborhood folks!
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Bushart
Mr.. and Mrs. Sonny Jones and
daughter, Dana, visited with M r.
and Mrs. Everett Williams for
a while Saturday evening.
While we were away on our
vacation, our neighbors tell us

our yard was mowed twice, but and Mrs. Calvin Yates and later P 7 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, May 11, 1972
no one seems to know by whom. in the day visited with Mr. and
It was a very nice thing they Mrs. CE. Williams a while.
Mrs. Everett
and
Mr.
did and we would like to thank
you personally for it, if we Ca" Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Dean
We do Collier, Mr. and Mrs. Dicky
find out who did it.
appreciate it very much. I Collier and son visited Minus
always did say we have the best Collier in the Fulton Hospital
neighbors through this part of • while late Sunday afternoon.
FR ANKFORT, could not find the children. He
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wt1the country. Always there when
words like contacted Paducah's Friendly
Ky.--Mention
they are needed.
"volunteer" and "service" to Home but found it was no
Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Williams Dams visited in the home of
longer a large orphanage but
visited with Mr. and Mrs. H.E. Mr. and Mrs. Pete Foster while Paducahans Harold Large and
more of a foster home.
Hopkins for a while Sunday In Michigan and also visited with Phil Jeffries and you get •
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Antaseak positive reaction. They have
night.
Phil Jeffries, an employe of
providing a Equitable Life Insurance and a
Mr,
and Mrs. Clarence and enjoyed dinner with Mr.and just begun
there,
while
Thornbro
Jim
Mrs.
Mark
grandson,
French's
monthly free meal to long-time member of the local
A few weeks back Mrs. Hale underprivileged children in the
French, is back home from the
Jaycees, heard about Large's
hospital in Memphis and doing Williams called to tell me how area.
him
idea, contacted
happy they were as all their
o.k.
The idea originated with immediately and promised to
Mrs. Jimmy Clement was in children were home with them
at the same time. We went Large, part-owner and manager round up the children.
Memphis Friday.
Mrs. E.A. Cannon will have away and never got it in the of Srunbo's Restaurant, at
Jeffri es then contacted
the State Line Club meet in her paper, but I know that was a 2150 S. Beitline Highway.
good time for them haying the Large, a native of Tazewell, Linda Schreiber, volunteer
home Wednesday afternoon.
Tenn., has lived in Paducah coordinator at the Paducah
Mrs. Versie Cannon spent family all together again.
Public Assistance Office, who
Saturday night and Sunday with
kat than a month.
DOING FINE
Mrs. Clarence
her sister,
His idea was to offer referred the children to him.
Sue
Patterson.
daughter
of
French and Mr. French.
The tint of the free
underprivileged children
Those visiting Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. William Clark of "something out of the ail-you-can-est dinners was last
E.A. Cannon Sunday afternoon South Fulton, is doing fine folordinary, a treat, a night on Tuesday evening, April 25, at
were Mr. and Mrs. Hal Kizer lowing surgery at the Obion
Restaurant.
Sambo's
speak.
and Mr. and Mrs. W. A,Cannon. County General Hospital in the town," so to
He volunteered to supply Transportation was provided
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Mydett Union City. Her room number
the facilities and the food but by Southland Baptist Temple
enjoyed Sunday dinner with Mr. is 212.

Paducah Cafe Holds Free
"Eat-In" For Needy Kids
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Free Summer
Camp Offered
For Blind

Blind children from this area
will be eligible to attend free
a new summer camp this summer held especially for visually
handicapped and blind children.
All normal acitliritles enjoyed
by sighted children are scheduled for the blind boys and
These sports include
girls.
horseback riding, archery,canoeing, crafts, tumbling, swimming, and water skiing.
For many of these visually
•Chestnut Glade
handicapped children this is
by Mrs. Hervey Vaughan
the most exciting event in their
lives.
To help send blind children
Another rainy Monday morsummer camp is the obto
ning is most discouraging tothe
of Operation Blind
jective
farmers who are tar behind with
Camp, a campaign being kicked
planting due to the excessive
by the members
week
off this
rainfall in this community.
of the Fulton Seventh-day AdMrs. M.A. Reed who had eye
ventist Church.
surgery at the hospital in Hum Full books of trading stamps
bolt last week is reported to be
and cash contributions are being
nicely.
recovering
collected for Operation Blind
Mr. Hermon Potts received
Camp. Send your contribution or
word that his brother, Waymon
trading stamps to Operation
Potts, had passed away in MichBlind Camp, c/o S.D.A. Church
igan where he had lived many
P.O. Box 175, Fulton, Kentucky
years. Burial was in Michigan.
42041.
Mrs. Iva Nabors is also a sister.
Mr. and Mrs. David Reed
from Morristown, Tennessee
spent the weekend with his
parents Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
Reed and visited his grandmother, Mrs. M.A. Reed at the
The St. Edwards Altar Society
Humbolt Hospital.
met May 8 in the social hall of
Mr. James Jonakin and son the church with fourteen memfrom Nashville visited Mr. and bers present.
Mrs. Jim Burke last weekend.
The meeting was opened with
Mr. Jim Burke who has been the prayer of St. Francis. Mary
in declining health for the past McDowell gave the devotional.
several years is unimproved
The White Elephant Sale has
and was carried to the Fulton been postponed until fall and will
Sunday.
Hospital
be held with a bazaar planned
Mrs. Garrett for that time.
and
Mr.
Brundige and granddaughters,
Pat Martinek reported that
?tetra and Donna Brundige,from there are still some knives for
T.
J.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Nashville and
sale.
Brundige visited Mr. and Mrs.
Gladys Hyland and Pauline
Irvin Brundige last Sunday.
Schwerdt were thanked for preMr. and Mrs.Durrell Terrell paring the dinner for the visiting
spent last weekend with Mr.and priests for Thirteen Hours De
Mrs. Wilmer Jones and Randy votion.
in Smyrna, Tennessee.
Mary McDowell presented
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Nix from Father Hageman withacard and
Madisonville, Kentucky visited gift from the society for his 17th
his mother, Mrs. Martha Croft, anniversary.
last weekend.
Dor9t h., '2 npbell was in
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan charge of the program. Teresa
attended the •Wilton Roberts Haddad read an article, "This
Day* program in Greenfteld last Month Remember Mary " Jean
Monday night. Mr. Roberts who Fenwick read a poem, "Ten
has nerved as a principal of the Little Christians.' Games were
Greenfield School for the past played and refreshments served
seventeen years, is retiring at by Reba Blehslich and Dorothy
the close of this school year. Hawks.
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SANTA BARBARA MISSION one of the beat presermd in California

Let us regard all of life as a garden, in

som into joyous radiance. Let the

which are planted the seeds of our

words of your Church nurture your

A garden which

garden of life, and you will make it a

must be kept fertile by faith, and hope,

better adventure. Do you take your

and good-will, for those seeds to blos-

family to Church every Sunday?

ideals and beliefs.

i

St. Edwards Society
Held Meeting May 8

a

The nicest way to thank them tis fo patronise them.
This feiture is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms.

Liberty Super Market
sew* Ninon. Tennessee

HIclusas-Fultoss R. E. C. C.
"live Bettor Illeetrimlly"

Greenfield Monument Works

EGULARLY

HURCH

ITEND

!Skimmer. Ky.

M & B Gulf Station

E. W. James and Sons

Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed

4nw45

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
234-2455

Hickman, Ky.

SUFI RMARK ITS
H.ckm•n

Sin" Pollen

Onion City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Pollen

4724471

Fulton Met& Brim
Pd
sessyskr
MK /kaki alma

024381

easapNevisaIs at

Tubes leak
TWO PIISNUIY SANK

— In Operation 61 Years —

Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
*

Greenfield

W. D. Powers

Phone 235-22118.

Fulton
Flom 4724153

Horabask Funeral Home
sea Can Street
Pylon,, Ky.

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Gmenfkki, Tenn.

4714411

Turner's Pure Milk Co.

Henry L Siegel Company. IsS.

At the Store—sr et your deer

Fulton and Sew* Felten

Felten, Ky.

472.1311

a Geed Ware t• week

Henry Edwards l'aucling
MUM
moan
Mew Itp.

1

Thursday, May 11, 1972

Fulton, Ky.
Notes and News From—

DIPLOMATS
(Continued from page 1
mission.
The cost of the trip is estimated at between $275 and $300,
which
would
include hotel
Zooms, some meals, and other
foreign travel expenses.
No further plans can be made
for the trip unless the number
of persons wishing to go can be
determined. A travel agency In
Paducah will handle all plane
tickets, hotels, etc.
In order for the trip to be
planned for early June, persons
wishing to go must contact Mrs.
Christine Batts at Festival
headquarters immediately.
The following letter from the
United States Ambassador to
Honduras will be of special interest to persons wishing to
make the trip.

Haws Memorial

The Tri County Homemakers
gave the May birthday party
Tuesday morning. Invitations
to the birthday party were delivered Monday in preparation
of Tuesday mornings gaiety.
Each honored guest received a
thoughtful
rose corsage and
birthday gift from the homemakers. Refreshments were
served and Happy Birthday was
sung.
All the patients attending enjoyed a new game of miniature
basketball iirected by Mrs.
David Dean.
The Four T's, children of
Rev. Franklin Gardner, pastor
of Bethlehem and Wesley Methodist Churches, sang for us.
Tony, Tammie, Teresa and
Tyler accompanied by Mrs.
Gardner sang; "How Great Thou
Art", "Had It Not Been", and
"Sheltered In the Arms of God".
Mrs. Billy Pirtle led group
singing with Mrs.Charles Batts
at the piano. Songs included:
"The Old RuggedCross","What
a Friend We Have In Jesus", and
"The Lily of the Valley".
The hostesses from the Tri
County Homemakers for the
month of May were; Mrs. Bobby
Jetton, Chairman, Mrs. Bud
Hall, Mrs. Billy Pirtle, Mrs.
David Dean and Mrs. Charles
Batts.

Soil Week
Is Being
Observed

Ladies, how do you do it? Each
month the parties are perfect.
Thank you fur a wonderful May
birthday.
Next Sunday is Mothers Day
and we hope to have lots of
visitors. In fact we would like
to have you come visit any day.
Don't forget National Nursing
Home Week beginning Sunday,
May 14-21. What better time to
become acquainted with nursing
homes if you aren't already?
Sunday afternoon at 4 p.m.
Elder Guess and a group from
The Primitive Baptist Church
will sing and lead us in devotion.
On May 8th at 6:30 p.m.,
Loa
Veleklasen, Ex-House
keeper at Haws Memorial Nursing Home was hostess for the
monthly meeting of the Twin
Lakes Chapter of the National
Executives Housekeepers Association, Inc.
After the business meeting
annual reports were read and
installation ceremonies conducted for the new officers of
1972-73.
Housekeepers attending were
from Mayfield, Paducah, Murray, Hopkinsville, Princeton
and Gilbertsville, Kentucky.

Sunday Is
Festival Day
At Hickman

On Sunday, May 14, the First
Soil Stewardship Week, a nawhich Spring Festival will be held at
observance
tionwide
County High School from
Fulton
obman's
on
emphasis
places
ligation to God as stewards of 2 until 4:30 p.m. Last minute
the soil, water and other re- preparations are being made for
sources, is being observed May this event so that all the ex7-14, according to Charles E. hibits and demonstrations will
Fulton be ready.
Chairman,
Wright,
A one-room schoolhouse is
County Conservation District.
"Creative Conservation", the being recreated by the Future
of this year's ob- Teachers of America Organtheme
servance, underscores the re- ization. There will be posters
sponsibility which each citizen comparing today's certification
has in fulfilling his or her role standards for teachers and
as caretaker of the relm. The those in bygone days,. The memCounty Conservation bers will be dressed in 18th
Fulton
District and some 3,000 com- Century costume depicting the
panion districts throughout the period which will be in comnation along with their state parison. Booths containing teaand national associations are chers' salaries,fringe benefits,
sponsoring the event for the retirement, modular schooling,
and professional negotiations
18th consecutive year.
There will be 10 minute pro- will also be presented. The
grams on Soil Stewardship this theme for the F.T.A. exhibit
week on WFUL Radio Station will be 'You've come a long
in Fulton at 12:35 p.m., Mon- way, Teach.'
Afro-Studies Club has an art
day through Friday. Ministers
participating in these programs exhibit to display the club meminclude, Rev. Fred Thomas bers' talents. There will be draCrutchfield Circuit Methodist wings, models of African artChurch, Crutchfield, Rev. Ro- ifacts, and posters about black
bert W. Porter, Church of Naz- people in America. Much creaarene, Fulton, Rev. John R. tiveness was used in construcBritt, Cayce Methodist Church, ting the artifacts through the
Cayce, Rev. Wayne K. Hos- use of wire, clay, bottles, and
tetter, First Baptist Church, egg cartons. On a bulletin board
Hickman; Rev. R.C.Ross, West will be displayed drawings of
Methodist Church, blacks now and then. The posHickman
ters will be donated by a local
Hickman.
Placemats depicting Soil Ste- school teacher, Mr. Maurice
wardship Week will be placed Tucker.
An intriguing question box
In the restaurants In the Fulton County Conservation Dis- created by members ofthe Beta
will be exhibited in the Beta
Club
trict during the week.
Club's display, along with its
creed, shield and a psychedelic
poster illuminated by strobe
PAP TESTING CLINIC
Thu Fulton County Health light.
Your presence at this, FulDepartment will hold a pap
County's First Annual
ton
testing clinic on Monday, May
Spring Festival, will make this
16, from 8 a. m. until 4 p. m.
the biggest event's of
of
one
Tests will be given by appoint- the
year. Support the high
ment only so call 4172-1982 early school by attending Sunday
for an appointment.
afternoon.

How to appreciate
atrue ica
bourbon: H....
WALKER

Start with the color.
9
Ten High's natural golden
.•511
amber hue marks it as a
true bourbon.
Then, savor the bouquet
that only a true bourbon,
a straight bourbon offers.
Finally, sip Ten High
the way it's made.
Slow and easy. Here's a
86 PROOF ''
true bourbon by every
measure of quality
and enjoyment.

tout WALKERS
TEN HIGH
STRAIGHT BOURBON
WHISKEY

sto

w-war'

Arrww=6
:3f-faular
Saw,. As..

Everything a
bourbon should be.
(Except expensive)
86 proof• Hiram Walker & Sons Inc., Peoria, III.

Honorable
John Sherman Cooper, Senator
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

•

MAYI Celebrating May birthdays at Haws Extended Care Facility this week were (seated, from
left): Effie Williams, Cada Craddock, Van B. Ratcliff, Versa Hopkins and Mattie Jackson. The Tr -County Homemakers, who
baked the cake and put the party on, included (standing, from left). Jan* Pirtle, Helen Hall, Patsy Jetton, Marie Dean and

"HAPPY BIRTHDAYS" FOR

Dale Batts.
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ton, Tennessee that is planning
a goodwill mission to Central
America to meet with some of
the agricultural and industrial
leaders of that area in order
to gather some arts and crafts to
be exhibited in the International
Banana Festival that will take
place in the twin cities of Fulton and South Fulton on August
17-19, 1972.
You also inform me that Mrs.
Paul Westpheling, President of
the Tenth International Banana
Festival will have more definite
plans for the trip in June in
which time we will be very glad
to provide her with any assistance that she might deem necessary.
Please accept, Senator, the
assurance of my consideration.
Roberto Galvez Barnes
U.S. Ambassador
To Honduras.

DAVE PEACE

(Continued from page 1)
to begin work a couple of days
Dear Senator:
thereafter.
This Is to acknowledge your
Mrs. Peace, 26, is a proletter dated April 18, 1972 in fessional registered nurse with
which you inform me of a group
4 1/2 years hospital experience.
of citizens from the cities of The couple has already rented
Fulton, Kentucky andSouth Ful- an apartment here.

The first as
toi was the Bc
In

um

SUPER
At Ev
3
RawaiL
6 step
safe
HEAD &

Lotion
I1-oz.;

No
Alka
Foil

Wr
Reg

(See column).
Baby M

High School. She received her
A.B. degree from the Univer(Continued from page 1)
sity of Kentucky.She is married
Pies R. Fields and has one
to
great a significance on materand two grandialistic items. Ho feels that it son, Robert,
is of greater importance and daughters.
Evans then
Marjorie
Mrs.
relevance to Judge a person's
Mrs. Frances
worth by his contribution than spoke in honor of
given 43 years
by his tangible characteristics Adams who has
and forty years
which will probably not be re- of experience
System.
County
Fulton
with the
membered in the future.
work with the
In coordinating this thought Beginning her
she first taught
with a nation as a whole, he feels system in 1931,
Hickthat, oftentimes, Americans are at Tyler School in West
attended
having
after
overly boastful and arrogant man,
majthe
spent
has
She
Murray.
concerning their success and
her years with students
status. He exemplified this by ority of
Hickman Elementary. Mrs.
stating that he feels as though at
the wife of the late
our movies are overly involved AdamsL.isAdams
andthe mother
Rollin
in sex and therefore, depict our
sons.
nation as a sex hungry society. of two
Miss Wilma Shutt' has also
that
remarked
also
He
the system for 40
America's racial strife is a worked with
Coming to the Fulton
years.
weakness in that the nation's
in 1931, she then
continually at war on the home County system
taught at Sylvan Shade School.
front.
August of 1971, she taught
While he gave much construc- Until
at Cayce Elementary Sc hool and
tive criticism of America and
since then.She
our society, he praised our has been retired
her recognition from
nation and revealed an over- received
Friday due
whelming amount of knowledge Mrs. Carol Howell
that this is the first
and education of the Constitu-i to the fact
retirement program
formal
Hon. He concluded by thanking
since the end of the 1971 school
the association for being inyear. Miss Shuff received her
vited to share his thoughts with
Bachelor of Science degree
the persons present as a forWestern State University.
from
eigner who takes much pride
Mr. J. C. McClellan is the
in being a naturalized citizen
Supervisor of Instruction of the
of the United States.
Fulton County School system.
Following Ro's speech, the
Friday evening, he was preformal recognition and pin presented by Mrs. Opal Purcell.
sentation took place.
Mrs. Barbara Parker pre- McClellan has had 33 years
sented a speech concerning teaching experience, spending
Mrs. Mary Jo Fields' ac- 30 of those years with the Fulcomplishments. Mrs. Fields ton County system. In 1927 he
has given 23 years of service came to the system where he
to the system, teaching tenth first taught at Tyler School in
grade English and Speech to the Lower Bottom,
McClellan received his A.B.
Fulton County High School students. She came to the system degree at Berea College and
M.
A, at the University of KenCayce
at
teaching
first
in 1929.
tucky. He is married to the
former Daphne Mabry and has
one son and two daughters.
Bobby Childers gave his pre-'
sentation of Mrs. Aline Shaw.
Mrs. Shaw received her Bachelor of Science degree from
Murray State College and first
came to the system in 1928.
She has given all but four of
to the Fulton
Mrs. Dee Fry and Mrs. her 38 years
complimented County system, teaching at
Fairra Grady
School.
Western
Elementary
Rita Gay Adams, bride-elect at
a gift tea at the Fry home in She is married to Harold Shaw
Highlands. Miss Adams will be and has one daughter.
Each of the five retiring teamarried in June to Donnie
chers was presented with a pin
Notes.
cabithe association after which
from
beautiful
ifie
by
poses
knit
proudly
pink
wore
Woodruff
(Top Photo) Ray
The honoree
Garrison, Superinher Harold
net he built in Industrial Arts which will be on display at the with white accessories and
gift corsage was a white cym- tendent of Fulton County School
Spring Festival along with many more fine pieces of furniture. bidium.
system concluded the program
with by presenting each with a plaque
(Bottom Photo) Timothy Langford admires the beautiful bridge
Receiving the guests
Miss Adams were her mother, from the Board of Education.
created by Terri Adams for the mathematics display at The
The following persons have
Mrs. James Adams and the moHickman.
in
afternoon,
Sunday
Festival,
Spring
ther of the groom -elect, Mrs. been announced as the 1972-73
Fulton
County Teacher's AsCharles Notes. Each wore a
sociation: president, James Evwhite carnation corsage.
Bob
president-elect,
Refreshments were served erett;
from the dining table, overlaid Evans, secretary, Brenda Roberts;
treasurer,
Margie
with an oyster white cloth, edged
in lace, and centered with an Evans; and reproter, Glenda
arrangement of pink carnations Cochran.
ins silver bowl. Other appointThe Murray Art Guild is charge from 9 a.m. to dusk. ments were of silver.
once again sponsoring the third Picnic areas are provided withAbout 50 guests called during
annual open invitational Arts in the Conservation Education the afternoon.
and Crafts Festival on June 24 Center for visitors, and campand 25. The show will be held ing sites are located nearby.
IT'S A BOY!
in the Conservation Education Light refreshments will be sold
Congratulations to Mr. and
Center at Land Between The by the Murray Art Guild.
further
in
interested
Anyone
Lakes, TVA's large outdoor
Mrs. William Hicks, Fulton, on
recreation and environmental information concerning the festhe birth of a son at 827 a. in
education center located be- tival or in entry forms should
Tuesday, May 9. He weighed 6
tween Kentucky Lake and Lake contact Mrs. Larry (Susanne)
pounds and 12 ounces.
Street,
14th
Barkely in western Kentucky Doyle, 103 South
Murray, Kentucky 42071.
and Tennessee.
Paintings, sculpture, ceraIT'S A GIRL!
Miss Rita Gay Adams, bridemics, wood carvings, needleCongratulations to Mr. and
elect of Donnie Notes, was the
point, candles and leather work
for a personal Mrs. Charles Berryhill, Fulton,
inspiration
are typical of the art which has
shower recently at Kentucky on the birth of a daughter at
been displayed in the past. All
Graduation exercises for the Lake. Hostesses for the party 3:28p. in. Monday, May 8. She
original work including photography will be accepted. In- 22 members of the 1972 eighth were Misses Cathy Jones,Car- weighed 8 pounds and 2 ounces.
dividuals or guilds are wel- grade at Cayce Elementary olyn Stress, Fan Graham, sorcome to set up their exhibits School will be held inthe school ority sisters of the honoree, and
former
on a first-come-first -serve gym May 24, 1972 at 7:15 p.m. Debbie Wheeler, a
IT'S A BOY!
Valedictorian of this year's roommate.
basis and will be responsible
Congratulations to Mr. and
for any equipment, such as class is Miss Betty Austin,
The party was held on the
Mrs. Gerald Bushart, Humble,
tables and easels which they daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Stress houseboat at Kentucky
Texas, on the birth of a son at
Austin of Cayce. Salutatorian Lake.
may need.
p.- m. Tuesday. May 9 He
Over 90 exhibitors display- is Bobby Hill, son of Mr. and
For the occasion Miss Adams 8:25
weighed.8 pounds and 2 ounces.
ed their work at last year's Mrs. Nelson B. (Corky) Hill chose from her trousseau a
Mrs. of Route 4, Union City, Tennes- green knit slack ensemble.
well-attended festival.
Larry Doyle, President of the see. Other honor graduates inThe girls enjoyed an afterGuild, claims "The show has clude, Sherrie King, Larry Po- noon of sun-bathing on the boat's
IT'S A GIRL!
Angie Lawson, Naomi sundeck.
been such a success in the past well,
Congratulations to Mr. and
Mike
McClanalum,
Refreshments were served Mrs. B. J. Williams, South Fulthat we feel it will continue to Phillips,
grow and become an impor- John Allan Taylor, and Lynda from a table, decorated in the
ton, on the birth of a daughter
Alexander.
tant annual even.'
wedding colors, pink and blue. at 5:9D p m. Monday, May 8.
All friends and relatives of Assorted cakes, chips, dips,
The festival, which will be
She weighed 8 pounds and 6
held near Center Station, will the graduates are cordially in- cookies,.brownies and nuts were
2
4unces.
to
attend.
be open to the public at no vited
served.

9-ox; I

FIVE CAREERS

Gillette Sur

Razor

SYLN

AGIB Fl
Reg,

Now
Bryli
3-ox
Reg

6

ANSI
Laic.

Rita Adams
Honored With
Bridal Tea

Murray Art Festival
Is Inviting Exhibits

Hello World

Bride - elect
Honored At
Kentucky Lake

Cayce Graduation
Is On May 24th

Haggar knits...
high fashion hit
This texturized knit has famous Haggar
"give" that lets you be a free man —
free to move when and where you
want without binding or sagging.
Herringbone stripe comes in cool
summer shades. Flared, flap pockets
and belt loops. Washable.

•

•

e
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Lake Street, Fulton, Ky.
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The first semiautomatic pistot MU the Borchardt, designed
In OM.

SUPER SAVIrlie a.
Al Evan Drug

26, is a proered nurse with
ital experience.
already rented
re.

LATEX

WALL PAINT
$2.99 gallon

Tu3lassil so"'

Hawaiian Tropic
6 steps to the
safest tan
HEAD & SHOULDERS

, Senator, the
y consideration.
Barnes
or

Make sure your farm machinery carries the -orange
and red bordered slow moving
vehicle triangle: it could save
your life.

Lotion Shampoo
' Reg. $2.45
Now $1.48
Alka - Seltzer
Foil Wrapped 36's
Reg. $119

Baby Magic Lotion
9-ox; Reg. $1.29

PORCH & DECK

ENAMEL
$3.99 gallon

SPECIAL!
HURRICANE STRAPS
Installed for $100.
3-ton Duo-Therm air condi.
'loner, installed, $625. plus
tax. Insurance work accepted..

MSU Black Students' Suit
Dismissed By Federal Judge

A federal court suit by four the Nov. 6 luncheon carrying a ,moved from the building, and
black students f rom Murray Black Nationalist (lag. They said using vulgar and profane languState University seeking to block they entered the Student Union age while resisting arrest.
At a hearing held Dec. 16-17,
disciplinary measures against ballroom, where the luncheon
them by the university has been was held, to "peacefully" voice the faculty disciplinary commitdismissed by Federal Judge their grivances and allegations tee suspended the four students
of racial discrimination on the for the spring 1972 semester.
Mobile Home Repair Charles M. Allen.
campus.
The students appealed the decisThe judge, in a lengthy ruling
Mayfield, Ky.
After they enlered, they were ion to Board of Regents who deall
the
on
matter,
dismissed
Phone 247-4845
cided on the penalties which
major contentions by the stu- asked to leave by university ofled to the Federal hearing held
dents and ordered dissolved a ficials, but refused to do so.
in March.
HERE S A
temporary restraining order he Some of them had to be reJudge Allen's decision also orhad granted Feb. 2. The restrain- moved by univusity security
dered that Lowery be given a
ing order permitted the students officers.
They were charged with forci- National Student Defense Loan
to attend classes and had barred
the university from carrying out bly entering into a university to meet his financial need; that
the disciplinary measures function; refusal to leave the the action by the students was
fl with your against the students which had alumni banquet upon request of not a class action, and orderthat
0141
atttialiy
been prescribed by the MSU university officials; resisting un- ed that the students pay all
iversity police while being re- costs in the action.
Board of Regents.
The four Murray students Ulysses Parker, James Van
L e a r, Michael Lowery, and
James Mapp - charged in the
complaint that their civil rights
were violated through the disciplinary actions taken by the regents.
The regen is had expelled
Mapp, from Chattanooga, Tenn.;
suspended Lowry, from Madisonville; suspended Parker, f rom
Louisville, for one semester, and
Generous portion Tasty
placed Van Leer, of Madison
Fried Fish on a large
ville on social probation for one
bun, with lettuce and
iemester.
The four students, along with
special tarter sauce.
other members of the Black
1...itt.x HOUSE PAINT
Student Union at MSU, entered
variawith
shrinks
Your house stretches and
tions in temperature and humidity. it's the constant expansion and contraction that most often
causes house paint to work loose, crack end
peel.
The flexibility of Sun-Proof. Latex House
Paint enables it to resist the stresses and strain
Miss Regina Jones, an eighth
GALLON that ruptures an otherwise sound paint film. It grade student at Hickman Eleresists cracking, peeling and flaking .. . lasts mentary School and the daughlonger and saves you money! Come in today ter of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
for a free color chart.
Jones, Route 2, Hickman, is
the April 5th winner of the
Joe Barnett Memorial Spelling
Bee contest of Fulton County.
She defeated 15 other contestants of the area by corinirdVIIAIWIPPAralraillrAndrAndrIFIFIIII
rectly spelling "mimeograph'
and the additional word, •multiplication.•
Miss Parah Wilmath, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R.B. Wil-,

BILL'S

house paint

When fire strikes, seconds
Telephones in Washington.
D.C., outnumber people. There count. Keep an extinguisher
are 116.9 phones for every 100 handy, and know your fire department's phone number.
residents.

Craiim
eces of Fried2Chicken ___ 1.99
Fish Sandwich
45c
Ray's Hamburgers
25c
8 - Inch Pizza made to order ___ $1.30
Shrimp Plate
$1.60
-A Family Restaurant-

tt2 For 1" Special
FISH SANDWICH

;3 Days Only- Thur.-Fri.-Sat, May 11-13

PITTSBURGH PAINTS

SUN-PROOF

Sylvania Flash Cubes
Box of 3 Cubes

112 Flashos)

Wins County
Spelling Bee

COLONY GLASSWARE
Sherbet, Ice Tea, Water Glass,
Pitchers

Set of 8
Reg. $4.75

k

Itixotg.

actsi "'comp,

and Larry Dean Powell, eat of
Mr. and Mrs. George Powell,
placed third. Miss Wilmath
Is a student at Western Elementary School and Powell attends Cayce Elementary School.

LAD/ES SHORTIE

Gowns, Pajamas
Sizes S. M. L. XL
Permanent Press and Nylon

A. Ciatiekhd eikeedatin
$2.00
1 Pb,
B. Little Ambassadors
$215
1 lb.
C. Mother's Day Gift
$1.15
8 oz.

For Mom's Vacation
-Solids, Prints
-One,Two,3.Piece Sets

Chamade means love's
quickening heartbea

HANDBAGS
-Straw and Leather
- Multi-Color and Solids

Chamade is also a
romantic new idea
for the bath.

•
Lorraine waves a magically sweet wand and sends you
luscious goodies to satisfy your every dream in nightwear.
Mix them as you choose to create an eye-filling concoction
of creamy-rich Antron* Nylon, swirled all over in a Grape "
Blossom print.

Dusting powder, $5. Talc, $2.75
Bath Oil, $5. Soap (box), $4.

$14.00
32-36
1. TUNIC PAJAMA
$10.00
XS-S-M
2. LITTLE SLEEPER
3. MINI GOWN ------XS-S-M-L ---$ 8.00
XS-S-M-L-$12.00
4. MINI COAT
3.50
5. SCUFFS

P.N.HIRSCH & CO.

By Guerlain

HOURS. Monday thru Thursday: 8:-6:
Friday-Saturday 8:-8: Sunday 9-11

Free Parking

Drive-In Window

Thursday, May 11, 1972

Fulton, Ky.

LIBERTY
SUPERMARKET

Unbeatable prices
Unbeatable stamps

MARTIN, TENN.

coupon 9t,FRYERs
CLE WHIP

KRAFT

with

GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
Family Pack

lb.

Quart

I9-oz. Box

CAKE MIX

79c

Tall Can

HEER

Detergent
SIZE

Lb. 39c

2 Lb. Box $1.19

TEXIZE

TEENIE WEENIE

DETERGENT Liquid 1/2 gal. 69c

CORN

89c

5 - 303 Cans

SLICED

RINDLESS

lb.

Masson
Fr,.,,,

SHRIMP

J. I. C
2 Row

__

16-oz. Pkg. $1.89

26' S.

MATEY

BACON

FISH STICKS 3- 8-oz. Pkgs. $1.00 Emi

3Lbs. $1.00

F room

TRADEWINDS

ENDS & PIECES

/Ac

sinm DRINKS
COFFEE MUTTON
6 39c
59c _113.113 lib.55
DOG FOOD Tiu 2 BA
FANCY

LUZIANNE

ALL REGULAR SOFT

Hind Quarter

Quarter

REGULAR SIZE

with
coupon

bottle
carton

•••••owe.

69o=

Liberty

Lb. 89c

HOOP CHEESE

Lb. 79c

Chuck

STEAK

OLD FASHIONED

VELVEETA

131111

U. S. CHOICE

590BACON

CHEESE

2 - 6 1/2-oz. Cans _ _ _89c

WHOLE OR Vs STICK

BOLOGNA

Lb. 69c

STEAK

T

with coupon

DEL MONTE

SU=

6- 8-oz. Cans _ _ 59c

BISCUITS

PORK

Lb. 49c

JOWLS
OLD FASHIONED

BALLARD

SALMON

11411

49c

4 Roll Pack

_ _ 39c 1 TISSUE

CHIEF CHUM

TUNA

SMOKED

CHARMIN

DUNCAN HINES

Elect]
not occu
trical
Up to d
product

Look atthe way we've cut prices and you get S&H Green Stamps,too!

SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

•
WE RESER E THE RIGHT TO LIMIT

Page 2

lb.
can

Dixie

II

tcaalills$

161111

141

CLOROX

1/2 Gallon

39c

ADAMS

WORCESTERSHIRE Sauce $1.00

RISCO
TISSUE

_ ___

2 Roll Pack 35c
2 Lb. Box 89c

Lb. 39c

BACK BONES

PIMENTO CHEESE

lb

690 49t

JERG ENS

LOTION

DRINKS 4 - 28-oz. Bottles _ $1.00

PIE TARTS

SEALDSWEET

FROZEN

ORANGE JUICE 12-oz. Can __ 39c

POTATOES

$1.00

3 Dozens

EGGS

1E1

Lb. 99c smni

PShorion

Butt
Portion

SHASTA —ASSORTED FLAVORS

9-oz. Bottle _ _ _ _ 69c

Lb. 29c

PORK LIVER
OUR OWN

clnai .89 HAMS

MEDIUM

CHOC DRINK

NESTLE 11111K

53e

PRUNE JUICE 01. Bottle _

Shortening

WHITE CLOUD

Lb. 25c

NECK BONES
FRESH

DEL MONTE

ORANGE JUICE 46-oz. Can 45c

FRESH

4 for

5-0Z. BOTTLE

HEINZ

PEPPERIDGE FARM FROZEN

3Pkgs.

$1.00 Ii1111

FRENCH FRIES

3 - 2-Lb. Bags $1.00

59t
g
.
a
n
b
l
5
BACON
FLOUR
CASCADE CRACKERS SCOTTIES HAMBURGER=
75c
$l
ib.59t
39
3
POTATOES 20 bi ag. 890
RINKS
Slab

Martha
White

WHOLE OR
HALF SLAB

GROUND FRESH HOURLY

FACIAL TISSUE

PROCTER & GAMBLE'S

DISHWASHING DETERGENT

200 ct.
boxes

SALTINES

GIANT
SIZE

RED WASHED

BLENDED

Del Monte
ASgORTED
FLAVORS

46 oz.
cans

— Cecil's Liberty Coupon —
39c
Quart .
Kraft Miracle Whip

—Cecil's Liberty Coupon —
39c
200' Roll
'Glad Wrap

With this coupon and $7.50 additional purchase. Exc.
Cig. - Tobacco Milk - Milk Products.
COUPON WORTH 20c

COUPON WORTH 20c
Good only at Liberty Supermarket in South Fulton
Void_ AftXtr May 16, 1972

— Cecil's Liberty Coupon —
59c
Gt. Size
Cheer Detergent
With this coupon and $5.00 additional purchase.
Cig. - Tobacco - Milk and Milk Products.

4 lbs. or
more

EYPi

Void After May 16, 1972

— Cecil's Liberty Coupon —
This Coupon Worth 20c Toward The Purchase Of A
48-oz. Bottle of Mazola Corn Oil
Good Only At Liberty Supermarket In South Fulton.
Void After May 16, 1972

— Cecil's Liberty Coupon —
Lb.Can 59c
Coffee Luzianne
WITH THIS COUPON
NO OTHER PURCHASE NECESSARY
Void After May 16, 1972

— Cecil's Liberty Coupon -SAVE 20c

On 3-oz. Neatea (100% Tea)
NO OTHER PURCHASE NECESSARY
Void After May 16, 1972

111111

YELLOW

RUSSETS

POTATOES

20 Lb. Bag _ 89c

3Lb. Bag

35c

Each

1k

LARGE HEAD

FRESH

TURNIP GREENS

ONIONS

19c

LETTUCE

NI

MoI

NI
4 sh,

10

72
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Electrical accidents need
not occur. Planning your electrical system, plus keeping it
Up to date, can make it a safe
product to use.

Equip all of your farm vehicles with a fire extinguisher.
This small investment could
save you the price of an expensive piece of
machinery.

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, May 11, 1972
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debtors in distress are rescuing
themselves by a technique known
as the Wage Earner Plan. Although administered by the bankruptcy court, it is distinctly different from bankruptcy.

Taking Applications For
Experienced Sewing Machine Operators
Full-time, steady employment

Rx For Debtors in
Distress

—J DANGER

Apply At Office:

Each year, millions of people
BANARUFrity
skate uncomfortably close to the
brink of bankruptcy. Unwise
spending, serious illness, loss of
RIC•1
Under the Wage Earner Plan,
a job, setbacks in business—all
Moss Drive,
Clinton, Ky.42031
these may bring on a fiscal crisis. the debtor agrees to pay off his
out of future earnings indebts
But in increasing numbers,
stead of having them cancelled by
bankruptcy. Under court supervision, he works out a payment
schedule that may extend for
three years or longer.
'In return, he gets immediate
relief from his financial pressures.
By court order, creditors are forbidden to garnishee his wages,
repossess his belongings, or harass
RAIN OR SHINE
him with threatening letters and
PALIvIERSVILI-E, TENNESSEE
telephone calls.
Sale will be held on the farm located four miles N. E. of Palmersville. Follow Hhy.
89
True, not every debtor can
north from P•Imersville, 2 miss and turn east onto first blacktop. Go Ws miles to first
qualify for the Wage Earner Plan.
blacktop to right, 54 mil* to sale. Saki will be held 7 miles west of Cottage Grove,
The court will approve a debtor's
application only if he is earning
FARMING EQUIPMENT & MISC.
enough to make the payment plan
feasible—and
if enough of his
Massey Ferguson Hay Rake
2 TRACTORS
creditors agree. Furthermore, he
2
4
x
14
Breaking
spring
Plow,
trip
1
540 Farmall Diesel
must have the moral commitment
Rotary Hoe, 3 Pt. —3 Pt. Blade
Ii) stay within a frugal budget
Ferguson 35 Tractor
during
the payoff period.
2 x 12 Breaker
But the benefits of the Plan are
TRUCK
notable. It offers the distressed
MISC.
debtor a chance to 'get out from
59 FORD PICKUP
under' with comparatively little
Black & Decker Drill, Vs"
damage to his credit record. Also,
Hydrolic Jack — Shop Vita
EQUIPMENT
it may play a major role in preElectric Emry — Chain Saw
serving his self-respect.
Freeman Idyeirolic Loader
Creditors benefit too. The Plan
Rotary Tiller
Massey Ferguson Hay Baler, Md. 10
offers them a reasonable prospect
Sheraton
Husky
Riding
Mower,
like
new
Massey Ferguson Mower, 7' Bolt Drive
of collecting their debts, whereas
24" cut, 7 H. P. — G. E. Freezer
in the bankruptcy situation they
Freeman Manure, Spreader
usually collect nothing at all.
Corn Sheller — Shop Vise
J. I. Caw Sheet Disc, 10'
Not long ago a man living on
Social Security, overwhelmed by
2 Row Cultivator
debts, turned to the Wage Earner
OTHER ITEMS TOO
IV Sam Mulkey Hay Elevator, l/3 H. P.
Plan for relief. Two disgruntled
Motor
objected that he could
creditors
NUMEROUS TO MENTION
not qualify because he was not a
For More Information Contact...
"wage earner."
But the court, pointing out that
CLOVIS RILEY ESTATE. Owner RONNIE RILEY, Administrator
Social Security income is based on
Trenton, Tennessee. Phone 855-2853 or
past wages, decided to accept the
man's application. The court said
that in dealing with the problems
First Federal Bldg., Martin, Tennessee
of clebt, any solution that is so
5117-3101
Liman, Number 47
Marvin Alexander, 507-4311
good for all concerned ought lobe
Wendel)Alexander, 314-2155
encouraged.

CARA11,

PUBLICpt

9c
9c

111=11

Y
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Y 13, 10:00 A. M., 1972

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES

rter

SUMMER
DRESSES

$7.98
Light solid colors
and pastel prints.
Acetate-cotton
combo. Good gifts
for Mother.

an

111446,

For Her...

SUMMER
HANDBAGS
Versatile White

um GIVE

2.98 -$6.98
Wickers, crocheted
straws, smooth and
crinkle vinyl . . . all
sizes and shapes.

1.00

Mother's Day

4

GIFT
NIGHTIES
Short Styles

Light pastels with
lavish lace trim. In
lightweight polyester and cotton
sheer. S-M-L-XL.

3.50-$6.00

gifts
to
wear..
for Mothep
Lace

MAY 14
is

Trims

NO-CLING
SLIPS
For

Mother

$3.00,up
e
"

35c

Shaped for smoothness to fit like a
second skin. Short,
average. All sizes.

No-Iron

19c

WE

South Fulton, Tenn

Phone 479-2822

WAYS TO MAKE
MORE MONEY FROM

SOYBEANS
SELECT SUITABLE LAND
For high yields, plant soybeans on moderately deep to deep soils
that have adequate drainage and that have a high moisture-supplying capacity. In general, soybean growth from germination to maturity is proportional to the available moisture supply. Research at
the West Tennessee Experiment Station showed that one inch of
water (27,154 gallons) is required to produce 1.7 bushels of soybeans.

SELECT RECOMMENDED
VARIETIES...
Use varieties that are resistant to the soybean cyst nematode
and phytophthora rot where these pests are a serious problem.
A very high percentage of the soybean acreage in Tennessee is
infested with the soybean cyst nematode, according to pest survey
estimates.

Maximum yields are usually obtained from plantings made
about the middle of May. Yields are itisually reduced by 3 to 5
bushels per acre when the crop is planted after June 15.
Before you select a variety, get information on yield, lodging,
relative maturity, disease resistance, and seed-holding characteristics. You can sometimes reduce the risk of yield reduction because
of weather hazards by planting varieties of different maturity dates.

Wash and Wear

)9c

136 Forrestdale,

...PLANT ON TIME

Cool ... Light

t9c

SOUTH FULTON
LIME CO.

SLEEVELESS
SHIFTS
Pretty, Practical

$5.99
Casual prints, seersucker stripes.
Many colors. For
Mother or for you.
S-M-L.

DEPARTMENT
STORE

APPLY LIME
AND FERTILIZER
BASED ON SOIL TEST
Applying lime to extremely acid soils will increase soybean
yields substantially. When limestone was applied to such soils at the
Ames Plantation and Milan Field Station, yields -were increased 12
to 20 bushels per acre.
Phosphate and potash applied to the thousands of acres testing
low to medium in these two elements will also increase yields.
Research shows that nitrogen fertilization is not needed for soybean production.
Get a soil test analysis so that you can determine the amount of
limestone and fertilizer your soils need for high yields of soybeans.

We like
LiME
PSKI

CONTROL WEEDS
For maximum profit from soybeans, you must use both mechanical and chemical weed control practices.
Heavy infestations of cockleburs or johnsongrass can reduce
soybean yields by 30 to 40 per cent. When you figure beans at $3 per
bushel and have a potential yield of 35 bushels per acre, you could
lose $31.50 to $42.00 per acre by not controlling weeds effectively.
Such losses rob growers of much of the profit now possible from
growing soybeans.
Where johnsongrass is a major problem, use a preplant incorporated herbicide to control seedling grass. Follow with cultivation
to control rhizome grass.
Broadleaved weeds such as cocklebur will require a preemergence herbicide and at least one postemergence herbicide application.
You can reduce herbicide costs by applying preemergence herbicides
in a band over the row and cultivating the middles.

PREVENT HARVESTING LOSSES
By adjusting and operating combines properly, many producers
can save 2 bushels out of every 3 bushels of soybeans now being lost
in harvesting.
Losses count up fast. For instance, a loss of8 soybeans per square
foot is approximately 2 bushels per acre. Checks behind combines in
a number of counties turned up harvest losses ranging from /
1
2 to 5
bushels per acre. Some causes were wide variations in row width
and height, excessive moisture, weeds and improper adjustment or
operation of the combine.
For instance, if you leave a 3-1
/
2 inch stubble, you could be leaving as much as 5 per cent of your crop in the field.

Fulton,
Fulton, Ky.
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WHOLE FRYERS

WHOLE or BONE-IN
QUARTERS

1.111111
PURCHASE
NOREQUIRED!

LB,
PRICES GOOD THRU SAT., MAY 13

"FINAL WEEK"

1

SHEFFIELD HEIRLOOM QUALITY CHINA

SPLIT FRYERS Lb.33

12 OZ
Pkg

Skinless Franks

•441,

Fresh Fryer Parts
Ground Beef

5 LB. PKG. or MORE

Lb.

(Whole
Half)
or

Country Hams
Braunschweiger

Lb.

SOUTHERN STAR

1 Lb
Pkg

Lb

Bologna

Lb

Pork Chops

2017 El
Union
Better Ha

EACH

WW

99c Pork Chops
39c Fish Sticks

with $5.00 or more additional purchase

Lb

CAP'N JOHN'S

KAHN'S CHUNK

29c
73c

59c

Mobil

Lb

FR1ST CUT

VIRGINA FARM

BOX-O-CHICKEN

&
79c BREAD
BUTTER
79c DISH
looz.49.
69c LADY SCOTT TISSUES

V. LOIN SLICED

SUPER-RIGHT

Maki

1 L b.
Pkg.

CAP'N JOHN'S

parlana

(2 CT. BATHROOM or 200 CT. FACIAL)

Pkg.

79c Fish & Chips

id

—
liCludil

3 89c

an
kk—Wri

PKGS

Crisp Head Lettuce

California Strawberries

INSTANT

Ja?z.
2

Lipton Tea

2HEADS

REG. or BUTTERMILK

Biscuits.

2

REGULAR
2 CT.
VIVA
PKG.
TOWELS

7.:

Fleischmann's
Crisco
SHORTENING

1U

Delicious Apples

2 LB.
PKG.

Cobbler

DEL-MONTE

SPANISH

RICE-A-RONI
BORDENS

CREMORA
REALEMON

LEMON JUICE

— All Th

(Oak]
Mobil

1 Lb.
Pkg.
3 Lb.
Can

49,
89c

6 Oz. Can

3411

12 Oz. Can

Sr

.

Ok.Con.

,

GIANT SIZE

OXYDOL
LAUNDRY

DETERGENT

0.. 13c

SO..
Pkg.
80..
Pkg.
70..
Pkg.
1130z.
Jar
180..
8t1.

39c
39c
39c
89c
43c

PARAMOUNT
KOSHER DILL

LIME JUICE

26C
A5C
n9,
39c

30..
Can let

ONIONS
NABISCO

HAMBURGER SLICES
32 OZ.
JAR

49c

30..
Pkg. wf

ONION RINGS
MOOR-RING

160..
Pkg. V

ONION RINGS
FROZEN

9 Oz.

AWAKE

LADY mrry

i. z.
0t0
4B

656
PRUNE
VI. 75
57 SAUCE
69C
SEASONED SALT
19c
WOOLITE
6
SPEED STARCH....
JUICE

Btl.

08C FRENCH FRIED

WITH
COUPON

HEINZ

AAP (200 Count)

SUNSHINE

Facial Tissues 4 for $1.00

KELLY'S

c

LAWRY'S

80.
80..

LIQUID

80..
..
.
813?1

EASY-ON

tiOz.

CHILI w/ BEANS

Marvel Saltine

Crackers

Beg
HYDROX COOKIES."

KEEBLER

lb. box _ _ 29c

FIG BARS

911
;

150..
Can
14 0..190
Pkg. VP

FRENCH'S

FOOD COLORING ...

Purina

Dog Chow

25 lbs. $2.95

CHUN KING

FRIED RICE

.
Cll. 23
1Pkg.
130..298
Can SW

KING SIZE

JUMBO

SCOTT
TOWELS

t.:

mi

CA
16

REAUME

RICE-A-RONI

13 Oz.
Can

023?

17 OZ.
CAN

BEEF

FROZEN ORANGE JUICE

Mixed Nuts

CUT GREEN BEANS
•
SEASONED GREEN BEANS
•
EARLY GARDEN PEAS

GOLDEN
CORN

RICE-A-RONI

801:,

DEL-MONTE

WHOLE KERNEL or CREAM STYLE

CHICKEN

For

Lou

c

2 29c
89, Minute Maid -71

Cucumbers
EXCEL VAC-PAC

OLE SOUTH

03AJAvon

89c

For

GREEN ONIONS or

97,
39,

43

CORN OIL MARGARINE

WASHINGTON STATE RED or GOLDEN

90z.
Cans

W

warAVW

CHEER
LAUNDRY

TOILET TISSUE or
(200 CT.)SCOTTIES FACIAL TISSUES

(2 CTOSOFT-WEVE

DETERGENT

09

3'100

7

84 OZ.
BOX

WITH COUPON

ROLLS

AP iiileleleatitat I '

1819,090).9.929C19(1C1C

NEWTS
49e

49 02
OXYDOL
DETERGENT BOX

CHEER
840Z.$1
Box
DETERGENT

WITH THIS COUPON
Good only at ASP Food Stores
Coupon good thru Set.. May 13
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit one coupon per customer

WITH THIS COUPON
Good only at ARP Food Stores
Coupon good thru Set.. May 13
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit ono coupon per customer

WITH THIS COUPON
Good only at ASP Food SUNOS
Coupon good thru Set., May 13
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit on* coupon per customer

3E'SMESS

OWOUUM 10000

CHEERIOS 15 °ZEIOX

A&P
FRUIT DRINKS
46-oz.
Can
26C

CASCADE for Automatic Dishwashers
35 OZ.
BOX

B11

New Edition
Of Kentucky
"ANTED! CLAW= ADS Manufacturers
Caw Mai Same Tins

Fulton, Ky.
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Only ic per word
to reach
8,500 Homes

W

WWI* Winced a
f
I
•
MEM ALIGNED1

1

StRBING IIAS SPOUNG! The
weather's great — so get out of
the house, start earning money
as tan Avon Representative.
Discover how easy it is to sell
Avon products to friendly people. Call: 898-2708 or write—
Mrs. Margaret. Taylor, Box
1022, Paducah, Ky. 42001.

City Tire Co,
in W. State Line
1. Adios - Pb. 4754141

Applications are now being
taken for Community Vista
Volunteers. Must be able to organize and motivate interest
qroups toward self help projects. Must be able to work
with all segments of the population apply in person at Mississippi River Economic Opportunity Council, Inc. 316 An •
dersou Street, Fulton, Kentacky. Phone 472-1962. We are
an equal opportunity employer.
A. .1. Pearson, executive director.

Makshirr Parr
Mobile Home Sales
2017 East Reelfoot Ave.
Union City, Tennessee
Better Homes - Better Prices
Better Service

jamounirdnindrunri
C — Free Delivery s

i — Free Set-Up 2
%including Blocks, Straps \
%
and Plumbing
1

,

Service
; Warranties
S
brArAnsrArAgserArAP'/A11
k%--Written

.97a
39a

Page 5

Low Overhead
Discount Prices
Instant Bank
Financing

—
Makshirr Plat.

— All This And More At

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
MAN OR WOMAN
Reliable person from this
area to service and collect from
automatic dispensers. No experience needed . . we establish accounts for you. Car,
references and $995.00 to $1,995.00 cash capital necessary.
4 to 12 hours weekly couki net
good part-time income. Fulltime more. For local interview,
write, include telephone RUM ber, Eagle Industries, 3938
Meidowbrook Road, St. Louis
Park, Minnesota 55426.

Mobile Horne Sales

3

c

.496

FULTON
472-1651
Now thru Saturday

irsnif

z. Con 344

WALT DISNEY

NOWL NA
DOC'S ACE!

VINT Wheelchairs, crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 406 Lake
Fulton, Ks,
WANTED: Swarms of honey
bees; small tee will be paid for
them. Call Merle Allen at 4781734L

z. Can 617
!

Ibt

Sun. - Mon.- Tues.
CLINT EASTWOOD

LOAFING AROUND?
Why not at tend summer
school?? Bruce Business Institute has courses available to
put you into a good paying position. Call or write TODAY!
BRUCE BUSINESS INSTITUTE, 306 Poplar Street, Martin, Tenn 38237 Phone 587-4811

Endorse Plan
For Mammoth

1..°..1194
. 190
15 Oz.
Can

140..29

"PLAY MISTY FOR MI"
livitarkor so term...

Rte. IP
. linf
°1
4:

MAMMOTH CAVE, Ky.
— A private group of cave experts has endorsed the National
Park Service's "master plan"
for Mammoth Cave National
Park
The president of Cave Research Foundation of Washington. D.C., which studies and
tries to preserve the nation's
caves, said Tuesday the organization supports the Park Service plan to convert the park to
day use only, eventually removing the park hotel and moving
the visitor center to the edge of
the park.

Bloat protection

ION

The recommended consumption
o14 oz. head day of Stockade
Bloat Block supplies 75
milligrams of Terramycin•
(orytetracycline) which aids in
reducing the incidence of bloat
in beef and dairy cattle on
bloat producing pastures.

X

plus many extras...
LOW
UBSTITUTE

49°
shins

PUBLIC SALE

rimok
+
If

Household — Curios — Collectibles

NDA- BA x-rn
-tv

Saturday, May 13, 1972 9:30 a. m.
814 Walnut & Jackson Si.. Fulton, Ky.
(Illness has forced us into Housing project)
Miscellaneous appliances, furniture, glasswarie, tablet, yard
hardware, 71/, air conditioner, cookware, dishes, etc, etc.

MR. & MRS. JOE COCHRAN Owners
PHONE 472-1138
— Sale Conducted By —

Ainley's Auction Service
Dukedom, Tennessee
Col. Ruben Ainley, Auctioneer; Lic. No. 6
Phone 822-3593, 472-1371 Dukedom, Tenn.

°ib
i>.":44

..are
u maki\ri
your kind
of fashion,
music!*
FANFARES.
BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
Moo, Kosiocky

IMPORTANT
TIME CHANGE

Buick Wildcat
2 - Door Hardtop
Kentucky title, white vinyl top.
V8, automatic, power steering

1969
Pontiac LeMans
2 - Door Hardtop

Effective

and power brakes; factory air.
A NICE car!

Tennessee title, green. V8, automatic, power steering, power
brakes and factory air: bucket

THROUGH MAY

seats and console.

Our Service Department

1970

1968

Will Be Open On

Buick Limited

Chevy 60 Truck

THURSDAY NIGHTS UNTIL 8:00 P.M.

2 - Door Hardtop
Tennessee title, blue, vinyl top;
this car is LOADED, and nice!

For Our Customers Convenience_

Kentucky title, yellow, new
Midwest bed and hoist. 15%foot bed.

Also Effective

1971

THROUGH MAY

Chevrolet Impala
2- Door Hardtop

Our Service Department

matic, power steering and power brakes; one owner, a new-car
trade-in.

Chevelle SS
2 - Door Hardtop

Will Be Closed

Tennessee title, green, V8, auto-

1969

Tennessee title, green. V8, 4-

ALL DAY SATURDAYS

speed, power steering and power brakes.

This Is Ti Give Our Mechanics Time Off
CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT WITH OUR SERVICE

23*

13 Oz.396
Can

s
a0

1968

Wanted responsible party to
take over spinet piano. Easy
terms. Can be seen locally.
Write Credit 'Manager, P. 0.
Box 276, Shelbyville, Indiana
4&176.

enriPalftranail.11.~.0.1110.1Pa.

and edited by Ann H. Gaines.
Price of the directory,
which can be obtained from
the Department of Commerce,
Bush Building, Frankfort, is
$7.50 plus tax

SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO

..89c
•
*Cow

FRANKFORT, Ky--The
Kentucky Department of
Commerce has published the
15th edition of the Kentucky
Directory of Manufacturing.
The new directory, whiLa
contains approximately 3000
listings, contains information
on all firms in Kentucky,
including location,
employment, products and
key officials.
The booklet is indexed
alphabetically, geographically,
by standard industrial
classification and by product.
Also included in the
booklet is a listing of parent
company-home office and
general information entitled
"Kentucky's Resources for
Growth."
Damon W Harrison, acting
commissioner of commerce,
said the publication "has
become a valuaOle tool for
sales organization. Kentucky
producers seeking sources of
supply and agencies and

individuals working for the
economic development of the
state."
The booklet was compiled
by the Research Division of
the Department of Commerce

MAGNESIUM SUPPLEMENTATION
ADEQUATE INTAKE OF VITAMINS & MINERALS
EASY TO FEED
PALATABLE AND SAFE
ECONOMICAL AND PROFITABLE

AND THE STOCKADE BLOAT BLOCK
IS SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Registered trademark of Pfizer, Inc.

Browder Willing Co.; Inc.
Fulton. Ky.

Dial 472-1300

DEPARTMENT FOR THURSDAY NIGHT. PRONE 472-2466.
PLEASE NOTE: Our SALES DEPARTMENT Will Be Open 6 Days A Week Monday Through Friday Until
8:00 P.M. And

Please Make

On Saturdays

A Note Of The Above Hours

Until 5:00 P.M.

- And Come In Aid Let Us Do Business.

TAYLOR
CHEVROLET-BUICK,INC 6-1;

GMAC " Where The BEST DEALS

Are TAYLOR MADE"

See one of these salesman: Mains Williams, Aubrey Taylor, Mike Williams, Check lords',
Roger Stephens, Vernon Spraggs or Di. Taylor.
RIONWAT 307

FULTON, Mr.

REELFOOT U.S. CHOICE SIRLOIN

BUTTS
B590

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

HALrSTICK

(WRat

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

Lb. 59c

Lb. 65c

CENTER SLICES

Lb. 39c

Lb. 99c

LEAN BONELESS

SLICED BACON

Lb. 69c

LOIN SLICED

Lb 89c

SMOKED HAMS —
15- 19 Lb. Whole
Lb. 59c
Bull - Half
Lb. 69c
Shank Portion
Lb. 49c
Shank Half
Lb. 59c

794

SEALSWEET FROZEN
ORANGE

HEINZ KOSHER 32 OZ.
DILL

PICKLES

JAR
LARGE CAN TEXAS STYLE

BISCUITS
CHARCOAL
SAUCE
JACK SPRATT

5 LB. 39e
10 LB.75e
20 LB. 81.29

SCHOOL DAY

17-oz. 4 Sieve 5 For $1.00

LIPTON — LOW CALORIE

_ _ $1.53

FLAVOR KIST

SALTINES

1 Lb. Box

39c

• GARDEN DELIGHT

FRENCH FRIES

5 Lbs.

89c

EVER - CRISP

ICE CREAM CUPS
MARBEL STICK

OLEO

20-ci. _

5

_ 29c

eouQue•

Gallon

LBS.$1

$1.17

BUNNY

SPLIT TOP BREAD 20-oz.loaf _ _ 39c
PINT BOXES

TOMATOES
HART'S

CHERRIES

VINE RIPENED

39c
JUICE
COCKTAIL 2/C
4c
CATSUP
DRINK MIX
MR. CLEAN 99

11th WEEK

EACH

PLACE
SETTING
PIECE
JUST

C

46 OZ. CAN

FRUIT

HUNT'S TOMATO

with ...nry
$5 purr nue
00 our plan

do
WEEK TEASPOON Illo 7177E163 -...al.
l
th DINNER FORK st_ ..
_ ra
_
WEEK
II"L 7225
13th t DINNER KNIFE
...3715
f
11
WEER
14th
TEASPOON
WEER
15
SALAD FORK s,
WEEK
9 !' A _
TURNERS OR SWIFTS

/2

ICE MILK
CREA
ICE •MG

GALLON

PARK LANE OR FESTIVAL

1/
A2L

MINUTE MAID FROZEN
ORANGE

JUICE
CRUsT

16 oz. can

39c

•

I6-oz. 3 For _ _ $1.00

(9 inch)

41w118c

Oman

PLATE MI 29cirk sea
1,1=1.1
ENT DISH A. mi.
Ai7%ii MOM
13thlass
wEEK COFFEE CUP ph 29,„ Mel eft*
•.13 purchas•
,iltek "
MR
g
fi 29cir"kr.
15th
Wiled I BMW lbw ikak
el sea
WEEK
PLATE
sif AVCssrourchas•
12th'
REES

20 oz. Bottle

5 3/4 oz. Pkg.

HEAD

U.S. NO. 1
NONS

C

15 1/2 oz. Can

DOG FOOD 2F0R 25C
Fi
B siliPLATTES
ES 99C

IRM
45C Calm 19C
3

TRAIL BLAZER

DOG FOOD

25 Lbs.

$2.49

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

CREAM STYLE CORN 17-oz.5for $1.00
CHARIAIN

BATHROOM TISSUE

29c
59C
79C Cantaloupes
$1 Strawberrier.59C TEA BAGS $1.33
LB.

4 Rolls _ _ 49c

KING SIZE

BAG

TIDE

ONIONS

Sweet Extra Good, Tasting Western
4
FOR

5 Lb.4-oz.

$1.51

FISHER BOY

FISH & CHIPS

16-oz.

73c

HYDE PARK

$1

HOME GROWN

BREAD

16-oz. Loaf 5 For _ _ $1.00

LIPTON 100

FOR

SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
E. W. JAMES & SONS
WITH THIS COUPON
OFFER EXPIRES MAY 17th
AND ADDITIONAL
$7.50 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING
MILK AND TOBACCO
PRODUCTS

SNOWDRIFT
SHORTENING

42 OZ. CAN

C

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY

THIS AD GOOD THURSDAY, MAY 11 THRU WEDNESDAY MAY 17, 1972 WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY

15 OZ. CAN

2 F°Ft
KING SIZE WITH GO-CAR

Set a shining table with 24 Karat Gold electroplate Golden Banquet tableware. Pick up a
different place setting piece each week at our
low price with a Minimum purchase.

GRAHAM CRACKERS READY

E. W. JAMES A SONS

SWEET MILK

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

TONY'S

ZOO

INSTANT TEA MIX

with every
$5 purr Awl
On our plan

24 "E,..".Tift.? TABLEWARE

15
°

3For

Lb. 89c
5 For _ _ _ $1.00

CHICKENS BAR

FUNNY FACE
INSTANT

2 PER PKG.

PIE SHELLS

LIVER
HAMBURGERS

HUNTS

Ilth WEEK

EACH
PLACE
SETTING
PIECE
JUST

CAN

cimtimER6oz 79
PEAS

DINNERWARE
The sunlit warmth of golden Castilian dinnerware can now be yours for very little! Each week,
a place setting piece is yours for just pennies
with a minimum purchase. Build your set while
you save!

GOLDEN

NON DAIRY COFFEE

OLD SOUTH

CHICKEN

LB6
9
°

CASTILIAN CASUAL

55t

STOKLEY'S TOMATO 8 OZ. CAN

Lb. 25c

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

SAVE ON QUALITY TABLE SETTINGS

890

BABY FOOD

NECK BONES

OUR OWN DELICIOUS TASTING

BAR CI
FOR

FRESH -MEATY

STOKELY'S TOMATO,

JUICE noz.cAN 39
HEINZ STRAINED
10 JARS

Lb. S1.49

OUR OWN SANDWICHES

— REELFOOT —

BACON

Lb. 69c

BARBEauE

—

LB.

Lb. 79c

PORK

PORK CUTLETS _ _

HOUSER VALLEY SLICED

RIBS
PORK QUARTER

TENDERATED HAM

SLAB

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

COUNTRY STYLE

BOSTON BUTTS

BY THE PIECE

SMOKE JOWL

FRANKS .STEAK
'Oz:Git%
69c
LB.

BONE L E SS

RAG BOLOGNA

Page 6

TENDER LEAN PORK

STEAK
L..990
REELFOOT

Thursday, May 11, 1972

Fulton, Ky.

KREY (ALL MEAT)

FRESH-LEAN-PORK BOSTON

P E.W.JAMES

PORK & BEANS

8-oz.

10c

TEXSUN

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 46-oz. _ _ _ _ 59c
WINESAP

APPLES
Lb. 19c
We Carry A Full Line Of
FREEZING SUPPLIES

QUANITIES

SONS!

/3'"mATA„, . iilt,f wirEr

SHOWBOAT

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY

